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CHAPTER I.
I

THE MIDNIGHT MEETING.

AT the time winter \Vas about to set. in up in the
Klondike country, there was a good deal of talk going the :r;:ounds at Dawson City, Forty Mile, and almost all the mining camps, to the effect that the
famous firm of Golden & Luckey were about going
into some new enterpl"ise, and there was great curiosity shown to know what it might be, but nobody
seemed able to tell.
There was ailways more or less talk going the
rounds about Go1den & Luclrny.
The senior partner of that firm was Ned Golden,
better kndwn as "Young· Klondike," the junior was
Dick Luckey. They were both clerks together in
New York City be(ore they came out to the Klondike. Besides these two there was Miss Edith Welton, also a full partner, and an odd little man, who
always persisted in wearing his hat on the back of
his head, and who passed by the name of the "Unknown.''
Miss Edith Welton, as was generally known, was
a young lady whose life Ned Golden saved from a
wrecked s teamer on the occasion of his first voyage
up the coa.st.
Miss Edith was then on her ~ay to Dawson City
to look for her father, but failing to find him had int'crested ,lwrself in the enterprises of Golden &
Luckey, and made a great deal of money, like the
other members of tha.t famous firm.
It was said that this enterprising young lady was
worth a million at least, and many believed that she
was worth a greait deal more.
As for the Un~nown there is little to say in way of
introduction, because the man was a mystery; he

would not tell his name; he would not tell where ·he
belonged or anything about himself, beyond the fact
that he was a detective, looking for some mysterious
criminal w horn he al ways calle.d his "man."
Who this criminal was, or what crime he had committed was one of the things which even Young Klondike, who regarded the Unknown as one of his dearest friends, could not have told.
Tbese four constituted the firm of Golden & Luckey,
and it was about them that everybody was talking.
Why? Simply because everything Young Klondike
touched was successful, and everytody knew that this
enterprise must succeed.
In fact it had now got to be so tha.t whenever it
was known that Young Klondike was going to try
prospecting at any particular point there was a general rush there, and it became necessary for N cd
Golden to be very secret in all his movements, whkh
was perhaps the reason why we find him on a certain
night almost at the witching hour of twelve, hurrying
through the dark streets of Dawson City with the big
fur collar of his ulster turned up about his ears and
his cap pulled down over his eyes.
One or two belated pedestriains tried to stare into
his face, but Ned turned his head away and kept it
concealed. ·
"What a nuisance it is that I ca.n't walk through
the streets of Dawson without· being stared at and
very often followed," he muttered. "It has got to
be a regular thing to watch my movements nowadays."
He hurried on, passing several well known gambling saloons brilliantly lighted. ·
Around the doors of these places many persons
were gathered, some going in and out, others talking
over their winnings or losings or discussing business.
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As he passed them Young Klondike took more than ing at the faces around. "I suppose you have all got
usual care to prevent himself from being recognized. your letters to show, boys ?"
"It won't do," he muttered; "if I am seen all
All answered in the affirmative and they passed
Dawson City will tSe onto my scheme."
inside the old warehouse.
Presently he approach ed a narrow alley into which
Y ct Ned Golden in not being more particula.r had
several men had just turned.
done a very. foolish thing.
They were roughly dressed, hardy looking fellows,
lf one lays down a rule he ought to st ick to it, unevidently miners.
less there is some good reason for a change.
Ned turned into the same alley and followed on to
This midnight m eeting was to be a profound secret
the door of a warehouse which ha d a side entrance to from all except those specia lly invited to a ttend, and
the levee, or river front.
no one was to be admitted without showing Young
"Hello, neighbor! Are you in for this, too ?" asked Klondike's written invitation.
one of the group, which had gathered at the door.
This was all very well, but here was Young Klon" Yes, I am," replied Ned, quietly.
dike himself violating the rule a t the "first go off,"
"Get a note from Young Klondike?"
:
and passing in as many as ha lf a dozen men without
"No."
looking at their letters at all.
"How did you hear of it, then?"
Once inside the warehouse door the newcomers
"Young Klondike himself told me. Have you found the long room lighted by two smoky lamps.
given the sig nal?"
There were about twenty persons already assembl ed,
" Yes."
all men except one, and tha t one we need not m ention
"Strange no one answers. There must be some of was Edith Welton, the lady partner in the famous
them in there-give it again."
firm.
As Ned thus spoke, one of the men caught sight of
Dick Luckey was there, too, a nd so were several
his face.
old time prospectors who had worked wit h Young
"Gee, fellows! It's Young Klondike, himself!" Klondike before.
he cried. " Are you all blind that you can't see?"
All seemed to have been waiting.for the a rriva l of
It was no use trying t9 keep up his incognito any our hero, for now they put th emselves in an a ttit ud,e
longer,. nor had Ned Golden any desire to do it.
of attention, while Ned, throwing aside his clum sy
"Yes, boys, I a m Young Klondike," he said, throw- ulster, mounted a box and beg an to talk.
ing up his ca p so that they could see his face, "and
"Gentlem en/' he said, "I h ave summoned you her e
I'm very glad to see you all here."
this evening to propose a new scheme. Most of you
"We are her e for business, boss, " said the one who have had more or less experience in mining-indeed,
ha.d acted as spokesma n. "We hope you've got a I may say tha t it is the case with you a ll-and yet,
good thing for us."
.
so far as I am aware none of you have m ade a ny great
" I believe that it will prove so; it depends largely I1 mon~y digging gol~." .
,
. .
upon yoursel ves."
Ones of: "Tha t s right ! You ve lut rt ! L et us
"We'll stand by you, boss, through thick and I in on your luck, boss," and ot her similar r ema rks
thin."
were heard.
"You ma.y have to. There is no telling where this
"I want to let you in on m y luck, and tha t 's just
~nterprise m ay take us, but I fla tter myself there is what I ' m aiming at, " contirnied N ed.
" A s for m y no doubt about the main part of it-we shall find self and my partners we have been except ionally
gold."
lucky, and are anxious to let in others so tha t our
Having said this, Young Klondike rapped hard methods of prospecting may become more g enera,lly
upon the door in a peculiar way-first one rap, then a known. We have received tips on a new r egion; a
pause, then two raps, after which there was another region wholly unknown. Gold may be there and it
pause, and then two raps more.
may not-we cannot positively tell, although we
"Is that the wa-y you did it?" he asked.
think we are making no mistake. My plan to-night
"No," said one of the men. "Mat Morgan didn't is to organize a regular compa ny mad e up of ourgive the last two raps."
selves and you unsuccessful miners, if I may be al" Ah! Then that accounts for it. You must haYe I lowed to call you so, and go on a prospecting tour in
Tead my directions wrong, ·Morgan, for that was the an unknown land."
:signal I gave.' \
Ned paused.
Before Mat Morgan had a chance to make any
It was only necessary to listen to the exclamation s
answer, the door was cautiously opened, and a man's to show how willing these men were to put themhead was thrust out.
selves under his leadership.
As the head wore a battered plug hat perched upon
Cries of "We are with you! Lead. us where you
the ba.ck, it was easy to recognize the Unknown.
will, we'll follow! Show us a good prospect and
"Hello !" he exclaimed. "It's the king of the Klon- we'll be true to you !" were heard a ll over the room.
<lik.e himself! How about these others? Are they
Dick Luckey, who stood beside his partner, thought
all true and worthy condida.tes, my lord?"
he had never seen a more determined set of men.
"They all are as far as I know," replied Ned, lookThe Unknown, whose eyes were usually everywhere-
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seemed to be scannmg each face in turn, as though he knows every inch of the mountains, good whisky when
he sees it, how to pick a friend's pocket when he's full,
would react_ their inmost thoughts.
"Now then, gentlemen," continued Ned, "I pre- or cut his throat when he has money and it can't be
sume you would like to know just what my plan is, got no other way. That's the kind of a hairpin he is,
and where this wonderful unknown cJuntry 1s to be and I'll leave it to half a dozen of my old pards here
found. I'll break the suspense by telling the location if I hain't right."
"He's dead right. Mat ha:s hit it ! Benoit's no
first. It is to the KeLchumstock hills, away back of
good!" were some of the exclamations from the
Circle City that I 'propose to go, and- -"
Ned's revelation had reached thus far, when all at crowd.
Young Klondike saw at once that in spite of all his
once the Unknown made a rush into the midst of the
assembled thro,ng and seized a big French Canadian ·precautions there was a spy at the meeting, and that
by the collar, shook him till his teeth chattered, cry- he alone was to blame.
in g out :
"Boys, I certainly never invited Rene Benoit to
" Ha! At last I've found my man! By the Jump- join us here," he said. "It is my fa.ult, though. I
ing Jeremiah, I've got him! Watch me put the hand- should not have let him in without looking at the letcu.t(s on him! Ye gods and little fishes! Wrong ter. Open the dool' ! Fire him out!"
again ! ·I don't know this fellow at all, and I'm dead
"Kick him out!" roared Mat Morgan.
sure he has no business here."
"He ought to be knifed!" another cried, and this
Now this torrent of words and the Unknown's sud- I violent remark was immediately followed by others
den attack, turned all eyes toward the would-be pros-1 still more threatening, but Young Klondike instantly
pector.
"called down" these men.
"Show your letter of im·itation !" cried the de- I "None of that!" he cried. "We leave that sort
1iective. "Out with it ! Let's know who you are !" of business to such scoundrels as this miserable spy !
Open the door ! Out with him, I say, and don't let
me have to speak again !"
Then the door was thrown open, and Rene Benoit,
CHAPTER II.
kicked and cuffed and hustled on all sides, was thrown
out of the old warehouse. He fell sprawling on his
THE DEPARTURE OF COMPANY K.
back as the door was closed.
Staggering to hls feet, he shook his clenched fist at
"WHAT is all this row about?" cried Ned. "Zed, the door.
w 1a t in the world are you doing?"
"Never you mind, Young Klondike!" he muttered.
Young Klondike jumped off the box and hurried I "You'll pay for this; organize your company, take
t oward the Unknown.
every precaution you please, but I'll get on to your
·' Don't you talk!" cried the detective. "This fel-1 secrets and. I'll get square with you, too! I'll meet
low is a peach, he is! Oh, he' s a bird, I tell you! Let you in the Ketchumstock bills!"
him produce his letter of invita.tion, if he can!"
Little did Ned Golden care for such threats as
"What's the matter?" growled the man, look,ng these.
as though he would like to annihilate the Unknown,
Even if he had heard the fellow's mutterings as he
although, of course, he did not dare to make a move staggered off, it is very doubtful if he would have
with so many eyes upon him. "Because I happened I paid the least heed.
to have lost my invite, am I to be shaken all to pieces;
As soon as the spy lrn.d been expelled, Young Klonto be kicked and pulled about like a dog?"
dike returned promptly to the business of the hour.
"'l'here you are!" cried the Unknown, triumph"All hands must show their invitations now!" he
antly. "He can't produce his letter. I knew it per- cried. "We can't have any more of this sort of thing.
fectly well-read it in his face."
Dick, get around among tbe gentlemen and look at
"This is serious," said Edith. "Ned, we ought to the letters. The Unknown will help you out."
make an example of this man."
The examination was made and the report rendered
"Let him explain himself, if he can," said Dick. to the effect tl1:at every man was able to produce his
"I'm for not condemning anyone unheard."
letter.
"Silence, all i" cried Ned, springing upon his box
"That settles it," cried Ned. "Now, then, gentle
again.
men, the idea is just this : A few months ago I got
Silent then the prospectors certainly were, but the the notion of interviewing the different Indian chiefs
Unk'nown and two others never let go their hold on who often stray into Dawson City.
tJhe man's arm .
"Among others I got hold of one Black Crow, chief
"Does anyone know this fellow!" called out Young of a little band of Coppermine Indians, who wander
Klondike. "If I am not greatly mistaken he came about back of Circle City and whose home is in the
in h,ere with me."
Ketchumstock hills.
"That's what he did, boss," said Mat Morgan.
"Of course, the subject of my interview was gold
"I know him. It's Rene Benoit, as tough a tough as J -always gold. I have paid some of these chiefs large
there is on the Klondike-an old French trapper who sums for information which proved to be quite worth-
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less; on the other hand we ha.ve located more than
The days which immediately followed were busy
one good mine in this way. From Black Crow I learn ones. There were mining tools to be bought and
that there is a certain creek up among the Ketchum- provisions to be packed in great hampers, and a
stock hilJs where gold can be had in great quantities. portable house to be purchased among other things.
l have actually seen samples of it, if Black Crow can for in case of success, it was Young Klondike's intenbe believed,, and to maike a long story short I think it tion to leave all of Company K who were willing tn
is a prospect worth looking after, but, of course, I winter in the Ketchumstock hills behind him.
cannot venture into the Coppermine country alone.
As far as he and his friends were concerned, they
"There, as you all know, we are liable to meet the intended to come out of the wilderness before winter.
most damgerous Indians in Alaska; besides which, set in, for they had several other schemes on hand,
winter is coming on and all provisions will have to be and it was not Young Klondike's policy to remain
carried ·with us; then again the Ketchumstock hills long in one place.
have never been explored, and it is impossible to say
At the beginning of his career no one could have
what dangers may be encountered. I want a com- I been more faithful to a good diggings than Ned
pany of about thirty men to go with me, and in case of j Golden, but success had crowned his efforts, and he
success for everyone there will be a claim on this I had now passed that stage of the game.
wonderful creek."
I He found it more profitable to bP. continually openYoung Klondike paused for breath and to watch the ing up new mmes, some of which he sold, others beeffect of his words upon the upturned faces before him. ing leased, and others still, retained.
It was easy to see that he had aroused the enthusiOn the appointed day all hands went on board the
a.sm of these men to the highest pitch.
Cirde City steamer and started off down the Yukon.
"\Vho'll pay expenses, boss?" asked Mat Morgan,
There was great curiosity shown by the big guns of
who was nothing if not practical. "We may as well Dawson City about the destination of Young Klonhave that understood at the start."
dike's new company.
"Then let_ it be understood that I will,'' replied
But Ned would not enlighten his friends and neighNed, "or rather the firm of Golden & Luckey will. bors in this regard, a.nd all with him were equally
1
All we want is your protection, and for that we are I silent.
will,ing to pay."
i
As the steamer swung around into the river Ned
"Now, then!" cried the Unknown, "let's organize. remarked to the Unknown that he was sure their seWhat shall we call ourselves, boys?"
cret had been perfectly preserved.
Various names were suggested, but none of them
"Do you think so?" asked the detective, "because ,
seemed to suit all hands until Edith suddenly called if you do, I don't."
out:
"Hello! What's up now? What information
"l tell you what, let us call ourselves Young Klon- have you been holding back?"
dike's Company-just that and nothing more."
"Why, it's just this," said the Unknown. "I
"Oh,, that won't do," said Dick. "We already spent all day yesterday looking for that French spy,
own a mine called the Young Klondike up on El Rene Benoit."
Dorado creek, as you very well know. We may want
"Well, and did you find him? Not that I underto orgi'linize that into a company some day and then stand what you could possibly want of the fellow,
we shall be sure to want to use the name."
but I suppose you had your reasons just the same."
"I think I can suggest an amendment which will
"No; I couldn't find him, but I found out where
fill the bill," said Dick. ''Let's caH this 'Young Klon- be has gone," replied the Unknown, "and my readike's Company K.'"
son was just this. Before a company goes into battle
And this is the way this expedition got its name.
it is well enough to locate the enemy. Rene Benoit
Dick's suggestion was unanimously adopted. It and a lot of toughs went down to Circle City on a
seemed to suit all hands perfectly.
freight boat two days ago. Perhaps I'm wrong-hope
Each man was then sworn in turn to be true to the I am-but all the same, it is my opinion that there's
company and its leader which, of course, meant Young fighting ahead for Young Klondike's Company K.''
Klondike himself.
"We shall start this day week on the Circle City
steamer,'' said Ned, when all details were arranged.
"As to supplies of all kinds we will attend to them;
CHAPTER III.
all I ask of you, boys, is that you will keep _your
mouths tight shut. Now then, success to the expe- THE FIRST ATTEMPT OF THE ENEMY TO LEARN THE
dition, and good-night.''
SECRET OF COMPANY K.
"Good-night l Good-night!" was heard on all
hands and not a few called out:
"LET Rene Benoit do his worst," remarked_Young
"Success to Young Klondike's Company K !"
Klondike, in response to the somewhat startling
After the prospectors had departed Young Klon- statement made by the Unknown at the close of the
dike with Dick, Edith, and the Unknown, returned , last chapter. "We still hold a secret which he does
~o their hotel.
not know."
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"Ah! And what is the secret of Company K ?"
inquired the Unknown. "Is there anything about
this expedition that I don't know?"
" .Well, there is," replied Ned quietly; "there is
something known only to Dick, Edith and myself, but
the only reason you don't happen to know it, is because you never inquired."
The Unknown pulled off his plug hat and scratched
his head with a pu~zled air.
"And what is this mighty secret, may I ask ?" he
replied.
"It's no mighty secret, but I don't intend any of
our company shall know it until I get ready to tell
them-that's all."
"How about your Uncle Dudley? May he mildly
inquire "vhat it is? Not that I want to pry into private business. Oh, no! Not that at all!"
"Why, it's the name of the creek to which we are
going, and where we expect to find the gold ."
The Unknown clapped his plug hat back upon his
head with a loud bang .
"I should think that would hurt you," laughed
Edith. ;c No wonder you are bald, Zed."
"It's enough to make a man bald to think that I
have been such a fool as never to ask where we are
going."
" That's exactly what you didn't ask," replied Ned.
"All along I've been wondering the reason why."
"Do you want to know the reason why?"
"Well, I don 't object. We seem to have dropped
into one of our old time discussions. Fire away.""
''The reason why is that I got it into my stupid
noddle that you didn't know the name of said creek.
Of course there must be a hundred and forty-nine
creeks running out of the Ketchumstock hills."
"I think you'll find that there are a hundred and
fifty; the name of ours is-but. you won't give the
secret away?"
"Give nothing away! Am I that kind of man?"
"Well, then, lend me your ear."
" Can't! I want it myself."
" Listen, listen! . The name of our creek is--"
"Well, what?"
"Hold on now ; I was just thinking that a fair excha-nge is no robbery. I'm a business man, and it is
not good business to give something for nothing. In
exchange for the name of the creek, suppose you tell
me your name?"
Now this was an old joke between Ned, Dick and
tpe Unknown.
The boys were forever trying to make the strange
little detective pairt with his secret, but as yet they
had met with no success.
Only as Zed, the short for Zedekiah, which he solem nly declared to be his Christian name, did they
know the Unknown.
"Now, that's what I call taking a mean advantage
of a fellow !" cried the detective. "You are perfectly well aware that my name is McGinty."
" Over the left," laughed Dick. "Zed, that won't
do."
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"Over in any direction you please, dear boy, and
if McGinty don't suit you how would Magillicuddy
do?"
"It won't do at all," said Ned. "Now, then, if you
want the name of the creek to which we are going,
l'in ready to give it to you any time in exchange for
your own."
"I'm afraid I shall have to tell," said the detective
.I solemnly.
1
"Good !" cried Edith. "It's the one desire of my
life to know your name, Zed."
"Well then, wait until we get to the creek, and if
1
I don 't learn its name then, I'll let her go and give
mine out at last."
"Cornered!" cried Ned . "Of course all hands will
know the name of the creek by that time."
"Of course. Then I shan't have to tell mine."
"You've got the best of me-I'll give up."
"And tell the name?"
"Yes."
"Honest Injun ! No fooling this time?"
"The name is an Indian one. Whether the Indian
who gave it to the creek was honest or not, I'm sure
I don't know, but I very much doubt it. Honest Indians are scarce."
"Come! Come! Oµt with it, or I shall jump overboard ! I can stand it no longer!"
"Had you rather jump overboard into the Yukon
than tell your name?" laughed Dick. "If you'll do
the last, I'll tell you the .name of the creek mighty
quick."
"Will somebody tell it, or shall I give up the
ghost?"
"We can't have that," said Edith, "and as Ned
won't speak up, I'll tell. The name of the creek is
I Weenowahtah !"
·
"Wine and water! That's a bully name! Wish I
had some now !"
"Well, that's what it is," said Ned, "and to quit
joking, I have never told it to any member of Company K. I thought it would be just as well that they
didn't know until we were well on our road to the
Ketchumstock hills."
"Well, I perfectly agree with you, dear boy. I
think it is a. great deal better, for what they don't
know they can't tell; but you'll find when we get to
Circle City that Rene Benoit has got in ahead of you.
Take my word for that."
And in this the Unknown proved to be a true
prophet.
.
When the steamer· reached Circle City, which it
did without mishap, Young Klondike soon learned
that Rene Benoit and a large party-some said ten
and others put it as high as twenty-had gone up
Welch creek in boats two days before.
Where they were heading no one seemed to know,
but as Welch creek marked the first stage of the
journey into that unknown land about the Ketchumstock hills, Young Klondike felt that he could readily guess.
·
There was nothing to be done about the matter,
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however, except to prepare for trouble, and be ready excellent shots, especially Edith, good sport wa s
to meet it when it came.
looked for, for although the sea.son was far advanced
It t ook several days to prepare for the land jour- it was not too late to hope for clucks.
ney .
But none were seen the first day, and this .very
It is not easy to move a large company of men, I much to Edith's disappointment, for she had set her
and Youn g Klondike felt particularly anxious to make heart on the sport .
.no mistake.
There was to be no traveling by night in spite of
The first stage of the journey was up Welch creek the short ness of daylight, for Ned was fearful th at
to its h ead wa t ers.
the raft might go aground and that trouble would be
Beyond this no white m an had ever been .
had in working it off.
True, the K etchumstock hills had often been seen
The first night camp was on the side of a little hill
in t he dist ance by prospectors, but no one had ever overlooking a long stretch of tundra.
penetrat ed t o them.
Tents were pitched and fires built and a good supOld h a nds at Circle City declared that it would be per prepa red.
im possible to get the g oods to the hills without
The lon g evening was spent in story telling and
ho rses, and t hat Young Klondike would be forced to card playing -not gambling -that Young Klond ike
abandon t hem at the h ead of W elch creek.
would not allow.
" 1 don' t believe a word of it," Neel said to Dick,
Neel h ad his banjo a lon g , and as h e was an excelwit h h is usual emphasis. "The country is unexplored
allcl t hese fellows simply don 't know what they are lent per.form er he was a-ble t o entertain the compa ny
for an h our or so.
t alkin g about-tha t's all. "
" They oug h t t o know more t h a n we do, at a.n
Edit h sang beautifully, and she lent h er aid to the
events, " r eplied Dick.
evenmg 's enterta inment in this way, and altogether
" Nonsense ! You ca n' t believe what you hear. they h a d a joll y time of it.
O ne t ells you one thing a,nd another another. Know
A t nine o'clock th e gu ard was set and a,U turned in
·
·1and a quiet night was passed.
wh at I think?"
"What ?"
It ·w as comparatively easy traveling on Welch
"That Black Crow knows more about this unknown creek.
So far it was broad and deep, although occasionally
la nd than a.11 these wiseacres put together."
" ·w ell, and what does Black Crow say about it?" a shoal was encounter ed where care was necessary to
" H e claims that no white man ever reached the avoid running the raft aground .
Emptying into it were many smaller creeks; as th ese
h ead wa t ers of W elch creek; that it rises in the
all seemed to come from one side, Ned concluded that
K etch urns tock hills."
"Well, that certainly sounds very reasonable. 1 there must be a series of lakes among the hills on
Does Black Crow claim that it is navigable all the that side, and he felt very curious to ascertain, so he
proposed to Dick that they get up early and make a
way?"
run
on ahead and go up the first side creek thev came
"With a few postages-yes."
to
and
explore.
'
•
"This would simplify matters very much if true."
the
Un
known.
"We
"Exactly. Let us hope it is true. What we want
"Better be careful," sa.id
I!
you
must
go,
I
'll go
to do is to prove it."
. don 't want to run any risks.
Here the conversation ended, and it might just as with you."
.
well never have begun, for it was a fact that no one
"We'll all go," said Edith, and .that was the intenknew a.nything about W elch creek.
tion over night, but when ·morning came the UnThe start was ma de in the ea.rly morning.
I known was sleeping soundly and they hated to disy oung Klondike hau order ed a big raft built to I turb him, so Neel, Dick and Edith started oft'
carry th e g oods on, a nd upon this a few of the men alone.
went, the r est going in long ca noes of Indian build, I It was not yet daylight-wouldn 't be for two hours,
lig ht and easily carried over the postages, and well at least, but this made no differ ence to our friends, as
a da pted to t he service to which th ey were to be put. they were all well used to canoeing in the dark.
Ther e were four of tlrn ca noes, q.nd in the foremost
A run of half an hour broug ht them to a broa d
was Young Klondike and his immediate party.
creek, which ran in out of the tundra and into this
The first day's journey was entirely successful, and they turned the canoe.
nig htfall found them well on their way up the creek .
"I'm sure we shall find a lake in here," declared
The count ry was hilly, and there was a good deal Ned. "lt must .be; there is no other way in wh ich
of t undra land on both sides of the creek.
this creek could exist, for there arc no hills over in
Now this tundra land is overgrown with a species this direction in which it ca n take its rise."
of moss, which bears the same na me. I t grows to
"lfthereisalakeitcan'tbeveryfaraway," said
an enormous height; often higher than a man 's head . Dick, "probably not more than a mile ."
In the tundras, as these patches of moss-grown
They pushed on and soon found themsel ves involved
swampland are termed, there is splendid duck shoot - in a perfect maze of "slews" as t hey are called.
ing to be had, and Young Klondike's party being all
The tundra seemed to sprea.d everywhere, and iu-
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stead of one creek there were water ways opening off
in every direction.
Before they knew it they became involved in this
laby rin t h a nd scarcely knew in what direction to turn
t'o g et back .to Welch creek.
" This won 't do, " said Ned . "I think we ought to
g o back a t once."
" If we try t h at we "shall surely get lost," declared
Eldith. " You know ·we' ve been lost in the tundra befor e a nd I don ' t care for a similar experience again."
" Why, we ar e lost now, as far as that goes," said
Dick. " It. can 't be any worse."
" Oh, I don' t think so, " declared Ned. "I'm pretty
s ure I could find t he way back even in the dark, and
I'd like to bet there -..v ilL be no trouble in the light."
"We'd better wait for daylight," said Dick empbatica,lly . " Let's k eep on a little way until we come
t o a p lace wher e we can la nd, and then go ashore and
wait for the sun. "
This pla n was a dopted, and a fter running up th e
slew a little fu r ther, carefully noting the differ ent
cr oss slews as they p assed them, they came to a sort
of island in t he tundra, wher e the ground rose about
t hree feet abo ve the wat er 's "level.
H ere t h e canoe was pulled ashore, and they all sat
down to wait for daylight, a nd feeling rather uncomfor table a bout their sit ua.tion, it must be owned.
N ed tried his best to keep up the spirits of his
fri ends .
H e lau g hed and joked a nd made light of the whole
m aitter, a lthough feeling quite as much worried as
Dick, for he lrnew very well the difficulty of getting
out of the tundra once you lose your way.
Adven.t urous hunters who take chances in these
Alaskan tundras sometimes wander about for days
before they can make their escape, and not a few
have gone into these moss mazes and never been
h eard of a g ain.
Just before daylight, while Ned was telling a funny
story, a flock of ducks suddenly rose back of t he
island.
The boy s seized their rifles but were too late to get
a shot.
Not so Edit h. She brought down a flne duck, taking it on t h e wing.
It fell in to t h e tundra., and Ned, who had marked
t he place wit h his eye as well as he could, rushed
int o t he moss t o g et it.
In an inst a nt h e was out of sight, for the moss was
consider a bly hig her tha n his head .
" ll m a fraid r sb an~ t be able to g et that duck," he
thoug ht. re Pity, too, for we need all the fresh provisi.ons we can lay our hands on. Hello ! There it is
now! "
In the dim light he caught sight of something
flut tering a mong the moss, and stooped down to
seize it, when a man suddenly rose up out of the tundra and seized him by the throat,.at t he same time
clapping a heavy hand over his mouth .
" Now I've got you, Young Klondike !" h e hissed.
"If Jt>U make one sound you're a dead ma n ! Give
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up t he secret of your prospect in t he K etchumstock
hills if you want t o live!"

CHAPTER IV.
RESCUED BY THE UNKNOWN.

IT was terribly startling. Ned bad been taken entirely unav·ares.
He struggled all be kn ew, but could not shake off
that iron ha nd.
Tighter and tighter those terrible fingers fastened
themselves a bout his throat until everything grew
black about him.
,,.
Poor Ned ha d been choked into unconsciousness,
which no doubt w as the man's intention fr9m the
st a rt.
If it h ad been lighter Ned mig ht have r ecognized bis
assailant as Rene Benoit, for it was the big Canadian
and no one else.
"I've fixed him," he chuckled. "He's not dead.
He'll come to by t he time I g et him into camp. This
is clear luck! Who would ever have thought that he
would run right into my arms like this. I could
scarcely believe it when I saw him coming toward me
through the moss."
Thus muttering Benoit picked up the unconscious
boy, and throwing him on bis back as one would
handle a sack of meal, walked off through the moss
as easily as if he was carrying no load at all.
He had not far to go. FiYe minutes brought him
to a place where a strip of clear ground ran along t he
edge of another slew .
H er e there was a fire, with a number of men ly ing
asleep aro und it.
"Wake up, boys; wake up !" cried Benoit, " I'm
in with a prize!''
Several roused up, and there was a shout of triumph
when they saw Ned .
"Why, it's Young Klondike himself!" cried one.
"You don't mean to say you 've captured the king
pm of the famous Company K ?"
"That's what I have," declared Benoit triumphantly, at the same time dropping Ned upon. the ground.
"Is he dead? Have you shot him_?"
"No, I haven't shot him, Martin Dill. What
would I do that for? What we want is to find out
the secret of these famous digging s in the Ketchumstock hills, and no dead ma n is going to tell us that."
"Hanged if he don't look as though he was dead,"
growled Dill. "I know something about those long
fingers of yours, you blamed strangler. The boy will do well if he comes to life again and- hello! He's
coming to now, just to make me out a liar, that's a lways the way."
Apparent ly Martin Dill was a cronic growler and a
great talker at that.
Benoit paid no attention to him. Going to t he
j slew he filled an empty t omato can with water and
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dashed .it in Ne~'s face, which inst.antly rev,ived him. , . "Two! Will you tell?" said the Frenchman again,
Benoit and Dill were searchmg his pockets and tak- ma voice as threatening as can well be imagined.
ing possession of everything of any value as his scat- j "No'.''
te:red sen~es returned.
The reply was just as decided .
"Where' s your money? Hain't you got none?"
"Three ! Will you tell ? I shall fire if you say
growled Dill. "Why don't you speak instead of star- no."
ing at us like a blamed old owl?"
Ned folded his arms and faced the wretch with flash" I've got 1notl1ing to say to you, gentlemen," stam- ing eyes.
me:r:ed Ned, trying his best to be cool. "Help your"No!" he said, firmly.
Rene instantly fired, but purposely sent the bullet
selves to my thing·s. Ta ke all-be sure a'nd not leave
anything behind you. Money I don't happen to carry above Young Klondike's head.
witb me, so y ou 'll be disappointed on that score."
Ned smiled sarcastically.
"l don't believe you,'' said Benoit, planting a re"There you are, Rene B e noit~" he said. "1 told
v ol ver at Yo u~g Klondike's head. Fork over or I'll I you how it would ~e . .My sec~·et is my salvation . You
blow your brams out. Come now! Be quick!"
will not kill me wlnle it remams untold."
Now NM h ad more than a thousand dollars tucked j "Ned! Ned! Where are sou, Ned?" ·
away in a secuet pocket, but h e made up his mind that
Dick's voice could be heard calli.ng.
there would be no killing· and he had the courage to
There was some one coming through the tundra.
face it out.
"Look out for yourself! I'm captured!" shouted
Ned.
"Take care, Dick."
"You '11 not get any money from me," he declared.
"There
's the other one !" cried Rene. "Catch
"Se~rch a& much as you pl ease ."
him,
boys.
If one won't tell, the other will."
"B'gosh, you're a cool one !" exclaimed Martin
Off
they
rushed
into the tundra, but four remained
Dill. "Yo u don 't se~ m to be a bit afraid of getting
behind
to
guard
Young
Klondike, Rene B1::noit among
shot/'
them.
"That's r ight; Pm not afraid."
What the outcome might have been if a sudden
"l've a blame good mind to. shoot you anyway, just
diversion had not occurred, it is hard to say, but just
on account of your impudence,'' said Benoit. "I
at that moment shot after shot came flying in among
h a ven't forg otten the treatment I received at that
the men, and a thunderous voice shouted :
meeting of yours, my fine young gentleman-eh, no!"
"This way, gentlemen ! Here they are ! Shoot
"You brought it on yourself. What business had
'em down!"
you to come to the meeting unasked ?"
Instantly Young Klondike recognized the voice of
"It was all business with me, boss. I wanted to
the Unknown.
find out what was going on."
Help was a t hand if he could but avail himself of
"Well, you didn't find out, did you?"
it,
but Ned was sure that the detec-tive was alone.
"No, I i;l idn't, but I found out enough."
If
Benoit and his companions had guessed this, th ere
"Sure ?"
would have been no such chance as came for Ned to
"Yes, sure-enough to bring me here, and I promake his escape.
pose to fin cl out the balance now."
"The whole gang· is upon us!" cried Benoit, start<1 Oh, you do, eh? Well, who's going to tell you?"
ing for the tundra. "We've got to skip!"
"Y 011 are."
The instant he let go his hold on Ned, our hero, with
"Not on y our life!"
one spring overtook him, and striking out from the
"'l'he11 yo urs will pay the iorfeit."
shoulder dealt the rascal a terribie blow, which sent
"What will y ou m ake by killing me? Nothing.
him sprawling to the ground.
And why sho uld you do it? I never harmed you ."
As for the other three, they ran into the tundra as
All the men \ye re up by this time and had gathered
fast as their legs could carry them, and were out of
around Ned, who now got up and faced them as sight by the time the little detective came paddling
calmly as if he· h ad been surrounded by his own men
up in his canoe.
of Company K.
He was all alone just as Neel had supposed.
"Gentlemen, it 's no use," he said. "You cannot
"Hello! Hello ·! " he shouted. "By the Jumping
make me gi.ve a way this secret. Threaten all you J er emiah, what's all this? Have they all run away?"
like, kill me if you will, but th e secret of the location
"That's wha t," replied Ned. "Quick! We've got
of my new prospect in the Ketchumstock hills will to look to Dick and Edith! The trouble isn't over
n ever be told ."
yet !"
' You're the coo.l est card I ever struck," said Dill.
But it ~as, for at the same instant Dick rushed out
"Rene, better settle this job up offhand. Let it be of the tundra followed by Edith.
one-two-three!"
"What's it all about, Ned? Who are they?
A ga,in Rene Benoit raised the revolver and covered Where are they?~ ' he cried.
Ned.
"Why, they all seem to be gone except Benoitthunder ! He's gone, too ! Crawled off into the moss,
"One ! Will you tell?" he cried.
. as I'm a sinner! Well, let him go! He can do no
"No!" said Ned, stoutly. "I will not tell!"
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more harm now. I guess we four will be able to hold
our own even if they do t ake it into their heads to
come back and try it again."
But there was no return of the toughs.
Youn g Klondike and his friends remained on the
spo t for some little time to give them a chance for an
attack if they were disposed to make it, for they all felt
that the fig ht might as well be fought out to a finish
then and there.
Finding tha t they were not likely to come back,
they all g ot into the Unknown's canoe and paddled
off down the slew.
" I knew perfectly well that there would be trouble
if you went off without me," decla red the detective.
"By the Jumping Jeremiah, I felt it in my bones."
"So as soon a s you woke up and found that we
had g one you started after us, I suppose," replied
N ed. "W ell, I 've got nothing to say. You have
ser ved me a g ood turn."
Now the sun rose and all felt better in the light.
. Dick r eport ed tha t he had seen nothing of the
toug hs, so it was clear that they must have missed
him in t he hig h moss.
H earing the shot Dick became alarmed and started
after Ned.
"I'd have made it hot for '!ihem if I could once have
got a sig ht of the scoundrels," he declared.
" What a bout our canoe ?" inquired Edith. "Are
we g oi.ng to a bandon that?"
" Wher e is it?" inquired the Unknown.
"How can we t ell you?" replied Dick. "All these
slews look alike. I only hope you know your way out
of her e."
"Indeed I do," said the detective. "I'm not so
young tha t I would come into a hole like this and not
look where I ' m going-oh, no!"
"And y ou can take us back to Welch creek?"
" Certainly, I can."
"Bully for you!" cri~·d Dick. "We're stupid, I'll
admit, but we did lose our way. Well, it's a great
t hing to ha ve a det ective to look out for us. I'll be
ha nged if it ain't; but come, we must work our way
a round int o the other slew and get our canoe, for we
cert ainly have no canoes to throw away on Rene
Benoit's gang ."
This proved to be easier said than done, for the differ ent slews formed a regular Chinese puzzle, but at
last they had the satisfaction of seeing the canoe
ahead of them.
,
It lay ther e on the bank undisturbed, so it was
prett y evident tha t Benoit's gang had not found it.
Soon t hey had it in tow, and the start back to Welch
creek was made.
In spite of the Unknown's boast, it proved a very
difficult matter to find the creek again, and it was
nearly noon when they struck it.
"Now, then, for Company K !" cried the detective.
"I don ' t suppose they have gone ahead."
Again t he Unknown counted without his host.
They pa.ddled down to the place where the camp had
been only to find it deserted.
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There was no sign anywhere of Young Klondike's
Company K.

CHAPTER V.
WHERE IS COMPANY K?

"COME, now! I don't like this!" excla.imed the
Unknown. "I should think that Mat Morgan would
have had sense enough to wait for us."
"I suppose he thought that we would be right
back and could follow him up," said Ned. "I don't
blame Mat a bit. I should have done just the same."
"Well, that's just what we've got to do," said
Dick, "and the sooner we start the better. Just like
as not they'll get off into some slew and lose themselves in the tundra. I never imagined that we were
going to strike a place like this."
And there was really more danger than even Dick
imagined, as they very soon.discovered.
Before they had gone far they came to a point
where the creek ran directly through the tundra.
It now lost its definite form, and was divided into a
dozen branches.
Slews ran in among the moss in every direction, and
it was anything but an easy matter to tell which was
the main creek.
As they saw nothing of the raft Ned began to grow
decidedly alarmed.
Again and again they shouted in the hope their cries
might be heard, but no answer came back to them,
and the situation began to look grave.
"I can't understand where they have got to!" ponI dered the Unknown. "Of course, some of the canoes
may have run ahead out of hearing, but I don 't see
how the raft could have got so far away from us. We
must have come up here twice asfastastheydid. By
this time we ought to be within hailing distance sure.
There can be only one explanation, they've got off
into the slews."
"We've got to find them," said Ned. "We must
keep at it. Do you consider this the main stream
still, Dick?"
"Well, yes, I think so."
"Then we'll keep right on. This tundra can't last
forever. You see there are hills on there ahead."
"How far off do you make tbe!Jl ?" asked Edith.
"Oh, I should say not more than two miles," replied Ned, "but it's hard to t ell; this moss deceives
the eye, and when one looi<s along over it all distances are foreshortened. It may be five miles to the
hills."
It proved to be all of that; they kept steadily on,
using the greatest precaution to keep to the main
creek.
This could be determined, Ned thought, by the
stronger current than was to be seen in the slews, and
he proved his theory, for at last they came out of the
tundra at the base of the hills, and the creek resumed
, its proper form once more.
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But nothing had been seen of the raft, and the
"What, raft and all?"
situation was anything but pleasant.
, "Perhaps the raft was tied up somewhere, and the
There could no longer be a doubt that Company K I boys went ahead in the canoes; but what I'm getting
was lost in the slews.
at is this, Dick; we've been looking off to the south" It won't pay to go any further," said Ned. "I east, thinking that they probably went that way, as
think the best thing we can do is to tie up .here and it is perfectly natural to think, whereas if they folgo up to the top of the hill; there we can get a look lowed us they would go to the northwest, don't you
over the tundra, and perhaps may be able to see some- see?"
thing of the raft."
"That's true enough, and if you're right they may
"How about dinner?" exclaimed the Unknown. be at no very great distance from us now."
"I'm as hungry as a wolf."
"Exactly; the slews on that side lie at our feet,
"Any man who says dinner will be promptly ex- and their windings followed might easily take Com. pelled from the company," laughed Ned. "Who pany K this way; let's build a big signal fire and see
knows better than you do that we haven't a thing to what the result is. At all events I can't see any use
eat?"
.
in moving ou~ of here until we know in what direc. "Hush! We'll have something in a minute, tion we ought to go."
though," breathed Edith, raising her rifle.
1 This seemed sound reasoning, and it was decided to
"Where ? What do you see?" asked Ned.
I build the fire at once.
Instead of replying, Edith fired three shots in quick · Plenty of dry wood lay scattered about under a
clump of trees near by, and while Dick gathered it
succession.
The first brought an immense flock of ducks up into a pile Ned nurried down the hill and told the defrom the creek, but one was left behind to bear wit- tect.ive their plan.
·
ness to Edith's good marksmanship, and two more
"It will locate us for the enemy," mused the Undropped back into the creek.
known. "I don't know what to say."
"That's business!" cried the Unknown. "Roast
"But enemy or no enemy, we have got to find our
duck is all right. I'll stay behind and attend to the friends, I suppose."
dinner, while you boys go up the hill."
"That's so, also. Build it. Let her go."
But Edith would not hear to this.
"Bring the ducks up on the hill, Edith, and we'll
"I'll do it all," she said. "You go on with the all stay together. We might as well use the fire to
boys."
roast the birds."
"And leave you alone after what happened this
So they all went· up on the hill and a roaring fire
morning? Ye gods and little fishes-no!"
was built, but of course, no duck roasting could be
"You'd better stay, Zed. Dick and I won't be long done in that, so a smaller fire was built between two
gone," said Ned, and it was so arranged, and they stones, and then a sharp stick was run through each
started up the hill.
duck and balanced upon forked stakes driven into the
From the top a fine view of the big swamp could ground in such a way as to bring the ducks directly
be had. They were able to travel many of its water J over the fire.
ways, but nothing could be seen of the raft.
The boys took turns in working these primitive
"It's very strange," mused Dick; "very, very spits; the ducks were tumbled over and over, and at
.s trange. Wha.t can have become of them? Ned, it last were as nicely roasted as if they had been done
isn't possible that those fellows took the back track in an oven.
and made off with our goods?"
Meanwhile a sharp lookout had been kept over the
"Never! I'd trust Mat Morgan anywhere!"
tundra for smoke, but as yet none had been seen.
"He might have been overpowered by numbers.
"It begins to look as though we should have to
It was a good chance to shake us if any of them had give it up," said the Unknown, "but thau ,, ~f) reason
.any other diggings in mind."
why we shouldn't have dinner. I say let's eat now."
" No, no, Dick, I won't believe it. Those· men were
So the ducks were carved with Ned's big jackknife
-chosen with the greatest care. As you know very and divided around and fine eating they proved to
well, not a few of them have been out with us before, be.
and would not go back on us under any consideration.
While they were still at it the Unknown suddenly
This is the result of accident, not of design."
sprang to his feet with a loud shout.
For a few moments the boys just stood there, not
"Smoke! By the Jumping Jeremiah, smoke! See
knowing what to say or do, when all once Ned ex - it! Off there on the tundra about a mile away!"
claimed :
"That's what it is," said Ned, taking a look
"I've hit it ! I really believe I've hit it ! I can ex- through his glass. "It rises right out of the tundra.
plain the whole affair."
Some one has started a big fire there sure."
"Out with it, then, for we surely want to know."
"Friends or foes?" exclaimed the Unknown.
"The Unknown-never told where he was going. We "Would that I knew!"
had gone, and did no1: :~me t>ack. It's my opinion that
Young Klondike examined the smoke long and
Morgan started up the slews after u~, following very earnestly.
·close in our track."
"There is something red this side of it," he said at
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last. " Look, Zed, y our eyes are sharper than mine
when it com es to distance."
The detec tive took the g lass and after a long examination announced tha t he could see the Canadian flag
waving on a pole.
"Tha t 's what I thought it was," said Ned. "Tha t
means Company K."
"Won ~er if it surely does?" questioned Dick.
" Looks t o me like a man's red shirt drying."
" Mat Morgan had a big flag with him."
" And Ma t is a tl1orough Canuck. I reckon you
are rig ht. St ill it looks like a shirt all the same."
"The place where that fire is, a lthough right in
t he tundra, is at no g reat distance from the base of
t hose hig h, wooded hills, " remarked Ned, pointing to
a r ange of hills in some parts covered with snow,
which lay a bout ten miles a way.
" Can those be _the Ketchumstock hills ?" asked
Edit h.
" The lower end of them, yes," replied Ned. ''I
shouldn' t wonder at all if it was so."
"But we were not to go there ?"
"No, no ! Our destina tion lies at the headwaters
of Welch cr eek. That would bring us a good fifteen
miles up from that end of the range."·
Af t er some further discussion it was determined to
t a ke the canoe, and make an effort to reach the point
w her e the sig nal fire h ad been built.
P addling back down the creek they turned into the
first slew which opened off in that direction, and
sta rted in on their perilous hunt.
And _it was an undertaking much more perilous
than one would imag~ne.
To be lost in the slews at any season of the year
was bad enough, but now with snow liable to come at
any time such a misha p would be a very serious matt er, for following on snow might come an early winter,
and that would be very liable to mean death, for to
be frozen in the slews without food could not very well
m ean anything else.
Ther e was not much talking done, as Young Klondike's pa rty paddled on up the slew in the light of the
descending sun.
Th.e smoke could still be seen and seemed to grow
nea rer as they advanced. Every effort must be made
t o r each·it before night cam e on, for if there was failure in this there was no telling what the result might
be.
"We are holding our own it seems to me," said Ned
at last. "It certainly looks as though we were gaining on that smoke.''
"We've g ot to go over now," said the detective,
gloomily. "Wc can't get back to the creek before
dark." ·
"I suppose," asked Dick, "that somebody is
counting the cross slews and paying particular attention to all that sort of thing?"
"That's my job," said the detective, "and don't
you think I'm not doing it to _the very best of my
ability."
"Think you can pilot us back again?"
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"Yes, I'm sure of it."
"In the dark?"
"Don't promise that. If it gets dark before we reach
the boys we shall have to tie up somewhere for the
night; there is no other way."
This "'as a gloomy prospecJ;, and it turned out one
which was destined to be realized.
Before they had gone much further the smoke suddenly disappeared.
For some time the column had been growing thinner and thinner, and now it va.nished with a final
puff.
"That's a bad job," said the Unknown. "Now
we've got nothing at all to guide us. I'm afraid we're
in for it, boys."
"Push ahead ! Push ahead" exclaimed Young
Klondike. "We may strike them yet before night
comes on."
Now, although Ned spoke cheerfully, and did it because he wanted to encourage his friends, he >vas very
far from being encouraged himself.
Indeed the situation looked blacker than ever, and
Ned had now no hope of reaching the camp of Company K before the rising of another sun.
"We may as well push on until we come to some
place where there is dry ground enough for us to sleep
on," said the Unknown, at last. "It is getting decidedly colder, and you can see for yourselves that
there is surely going to be a storm."
"Don't croak, Zed," said Edith. "Time enough to
cross our bridges when we come to them. We shall
h ave to stay in the tundra, of course. I am quite prepared for that, but it won't kill us. We've done it
before now."
"Yes, and may have to do it again," said Ned,
1
paddling vigorously. "I don't mind. We can rig
up some sort of shelter and first thing to-morrow I've
no doubt we shall find the boys."
• It grew darker and darker; night was soon upon
them ; a cold, bleak wind came sweeping over the
tundra, chilling our prospectors so thoroughly that
Ned and Dick could scarcely keep their hold on the
paddles.
Still they came to no place where a landing was to
be even thoug ht of. It was all moss and water and
mud; again and again the Unknown struck his steer
ing paddle in among that strange growth which covered everything, but it always came out plastered
with mud.
By common consent perfect silence was maintained.
If it took all night it would be necessary to keep on
going until a landing could be made.
The actual time was a few moments before four
o'cloc~, but this means darkness in the Klondike
country at this time of year, as is well known.
Until half-past five there was no change in the situation, and then all at once the canoe passed out of
that maze of moss, and a low island lay before them,
a desolate place enough, but still one where they
could pass the night better than in the canoe.
"Hooray!" shouted Ned. "We've got there at
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last ! Run her nose ashore, Dick! There ! That's comfortable, and she must have been fairly so for she:
the talk! Now, help me to get her up out of the was soon fast asleep.
water, and we'll just do the best we can."
As for Dick and the Unknown they would have
The island was raised above the level of the slews scorned to gather moss for their own accommodation.
only a few feet and in size was not over a quarter of They just wrapped themselves up in their blankets
a mile across.
and lay down upon the damp ground, each with one
On all sides of it that horrible mass rose to obstruct of the seats out of the canoe as a pillow.
their vision. There was' not a tree nor a shrub in
It is not everybody who could go to sleep under
sight; only the muddy soil. It almost looked as if these circumstances, but Dick and the Unknown
some convulsion of Nature had suddenly forced the did it, and that within five minutes' time.
island up out of the slews.
It was Ned's watch, and rifle in hand he paced
"First of all, boys, we want. to -explore !" cried the soggy ground.
the Unknown, as soon as the canoe was secured, "and
Harder and harder the wind blew; it seemed t~'
by the Jumping Jeremiah, I've_made a discovery right grow colder, but still the cold did not increase aH
now!"
rapidly as Ned thought it would at sundown, and
"What?" asked Edith, staring about. "What he began to hope that after all they might escape
can you see in the dark more than anyone else."
the snow.
"Light!" replied the Unknown, gravely. "Sparks
"I begin to think that I was a fool to come in here
right over there!"
at this time of year," he pondered. "Of course we
And sure enough, right ahead of them faint points of shall work out of this snap somehow; we always do,
light could be discerned glowing dimly close down to I but if anything serious happens to those poor fellows,
the ground.
I shall never forgive myself for bringing them into
They hurried to the place and found the remains of this wretched country. This is a job for spring and
a fire.
not for late in the fall. I should have thought of that
An immense quantity of tundra moss had recently before I started out."
been burned there, if one could judge by the pile of
These gloomy thoughts did not make our bold pros·
ashes which lay scattered about.
pector any more cheerful, of course, and after a little
"This is where the fire was,'' sald the Unknown, Ned bravely put them away.
very decidedly.
"There's no use in this,'' he reflected. "I must
It certainly had that appearance, and the more they make a routine if I want to keep awake and keep my
thought about it the more firmly convinced all became wits about me. I'll go around the island ten times."
that such wa.s the ca.se.
As a matter of fact, they had not been around it
But there was no sign of a human being near them. once yet, although a hasty survey had been made
Again and again they shouted; again and again shots when they first came ashore.
were fired, in the hope of bringing some answering
Now this was certainly wrong. The Unknown
signal, but it was all in vain.
should have carried out his plan of thoroughly explor..
Somebody had been there, somebody had built the ing the island, and there was no better way of doing
fire, but Young Klondike was to all appearance just this than to make the entire circuit of the ~hore .
as far as ever from solving that momentous question~
This Ned now started in to do, and it led to strange
"Where was Company K ?"
results almost at the start, for he had not gone a
hundred yards away fro the landing place before he
caught sight of the prow of a canoe projecting an inch
or so out of the moss on the other side of the surround·
ing slew.
CHAPTER VI.
"Hello! Hello! What's this?" he muttered.
"Can there be some one in there?"
THE ATTACK ON THE RAFT.
For a few moments he stood watching the prow,
"IT is going to snow," remarked the Unkn own, but there was no movement to the canoe.
"If there is anyone in that thing they must be
"but it may hold off until morning; for all our sakes
asleep," thought Ned. "I'm going to pull that
let us hope that it will."
This remark was made after the preparations for canoe ashore."
He hurried back to the spot where their belongings
the night were all complete.
These were as simple as they were unsatisfactory. had been piled up when their own canoe was turned
Prospecting in the unknown parts of the Klondike over on its side.
From among these he selected a rope and returned
counpry, late in the season, is certainly no joke.
For Edith's accommodatian a large quantity of to the point where he had made his discovery.
Tying a big knot on the end of the rope by making
moss was gathered and spread upon the ground.
Then the canoe was turned over on its side as a pro- several small ones in the same place, he threw it into
tection from the wind, and Edith, wrapping herself up the canoe and gently pulled. The knot caught under
the bows and held fast and Ned was able to pull the
in her blankets, lay down on the moss.
The plucky girl declared that she was warm and canoe across the slew to the place where he stood.
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There was no one in it, but the canoe seemed wonderfully heavy, and the weight was all astern, where
a grea t quantity of moss lay piled up.
"Th3it's gold!" thought Ned, the moment he felt
this weight.
He pulled the bow of"the canoe far up on the shore,
and· hastily r emoved the moss.
It proved to be just as he had supposed.
There were two bag s in the stern of the canoe.
Ned hastily opened them; both were filled with
golden nug g ets almost to t he brim.
In the first excitement of this discovery, Young
Klondike was on tbe point of waking up Dick.
But upon consult ing his watch he found that Dick
still had a full hour's sleep before him, according to
the ari:-angement, and he concluded to let him remain
where he was.
Further exa minrtion of the canoe showed Ned that
it was unquestionably of Indian build. Certainly it
wa3 not one of his, for they were all of an entirely different botton.
The qu estion now was to whom the canoe belonged.
Leaving t he gold where it was, Young Klondike resumed his ma rch around the island; but there was another discover y to be made before very long.
As he was passing a point nearly opposite the remains of the fire on the other side of the island, Ned
suddenly heard a sound which certainly did not seem
t o come from either the Unknown or Dick.
It was a snore-a very decided snore, but when he
list ened again he could not hear it at a.IL
"Strange," muttered Ned. "It doesn't seem as if
I could hear the Unknown snore down here, and yet
it must have been him. "
It was quite a little distance to the top of the rise
where the Unknown lay.
N ed listened attentively, but could hear no more
snoring. Then thinking that after all it must have
been the Unknown, he resumed his walk, going entirely around the island without hearing another
sound, un til he came back again to the same point,
where he heard the snore again.
"This beats me !" thought Ned. "I'll soon find
out wil.ether tha t 's the Unknown or not!"
H e listened attentively, but as before, the snoring
was not r epeated.
Then he went straight up on top of the rise to
where Dick and the Unknown lay.
They were both sleeping quietly, and not snoring
at all.
"Mystery!" muttered Ned. "A big mystery, and
I am going to solve it. I wonder can there be a dugout down there?"
Now by a dugout Young Klondike did not mean a
canoe hollowed out of a single log, as may be supposed.
Nothing of the sort. Among the Coppermine Indians it is much the custom in the winter to dig a
hole in the ground and make a sort of underground
chamber for sleeping.
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This, of course is only done when the Indians are
on the march. In their regular encampments the
Coppermines have skin lodges like other tribes.
Looking about Ned soon discovered a pile of moss
back up the slope a little way from shore.
He had seen this before, but thought it was only
some of the moss which had been dropped there by
·whoever built the fire, but now he kicked it away and
found that it covered a board.
"A dugout sure enough," he thought. "There's
an· Indian down there fast enough. ·Now, I want
Dick and I must have him. It won't do to take my
chances here alone."
He hurried up the hill, and rousing Dick told him
of the two discoveries, and together they returned to .
the board.
They came at a fortunate time, for now a good hard
snoring was going on and it kept right up, too.
"Yes, there's an Indian down there fast enough,"
said Dick. "I hope to goodness there isn't more
than one, for I don't care to get up a fight here in the
dark•."
"Suppose we leave him till morning?" suggested
Ned.
"But we ought to know what this means."
"If you say so I'll call the Unknown and Edith."
"What do you say yourself ? I'll leave it to
you."
"I say go ahead right now."
"Then go ahead it is!" exclaimed Dick, and stooping down he lifted the board.
The snoring instantly ceased.
It was so dark that the boys could not see verJ
distinctly, but it seemed to them that down in the
shallow hole they could make out the form of a man
I all crouched up.
"Hello, down there! Hello!" cried Ned.
"Ugh! Ugh!"
The answer came promptly enough. It was an
unmistakable Indian grunt.
"You want to come. out of that!" called Ned.
"We won't hurt you! Come out!"
"No kill!" growled a voice down in the hole. ''No
kill!"
·
"No kill!" repeated Ned, very decidedly. "You
needn't be afraid."
Then there was a great scrambling, and an old Indian with long, snow-white hair, pulled himself up out
of the dugout, and stood before the boys, winking
and blinking, evidently very much afra.id.
"Hello, old man ! Who are you ?" demanded Ned.
"Ugh, ugh!" growled the Indian, staring at the
boys and fumbling for bis knife.
"Now, now; don't draw any knife! We don't
want trouble," said Ned. "You keep quiet and we
won't hurt you. Do you understand wh a t I say?"
"Ugh," grunted the savage, who was one of the
true Coppermine breed.
"Do you speak English?"
'.'Ugh ! Me speakee Inglis-Ugh !"
"What's your name?"
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"Grey Wolf," replied the Indian, beginning to feel
reassured.
"Are you here alone?"
"Ugh!"
"Where's your tribe ?"
"No have. Me old-very old. Me run away."
"Hello! So that your relations would not bury
you alive, you buried yourself-that it?" demanded
Ned, remembering that it was one of the pleasing
customs of the Coppermine Indians to bury the aged
of their tribe.
Then a long conversation followed, to give which
in detail would be decidedly tedious.
It turned out that Grey Wolf could speak very
.good English, and when we have occasion to quote
him again, as we shall, we shall render his speech
into perfect English as it will be easier to read.
The , upshot of his disclosures was highly interesting.
The old man had made his escape from his tribe
for fear of being buried, and determined to make his
way to Circle City and take up his residence with
the whites among whom he had lived before.
Before doing this, Grey Wolf had made a very sensible move. Happening to know where there was
gold to be had, he went there and washed out the
two bags of nuggets, feeling that this would help to
keep him through the winter in Circle City. He was on
his way there when, feeling very much fatigued, he
tied up on the island and made himself a dugout, hiding his canoe in the tundra, which he had hardly done
when two canoes, filled with white men came along.
The men landed on the island and built a big fire,
cooking dinner and making themselves comfortable,
after which they wep.t on their way without having
discovered Grey Wolf who took care to keep himself
concealed.
"Rene Benoit's gang, of course !" declared Ned,
after Grey Wolf had given an accurate description of
the men.
There could be little doubt .of it, and Young Klondike could only congratulate himself upon their narrow escape.
Gray Wolf had seen nothing of the raft or the other
party. As the conversation proceeded the old fellow
grew quite friendly.
"Come with us, Grey Wolf, and help us find our
friends," proposed Ned, at last. "Show us where you
dug that gold and I'll take you back with us to Dawson City, and see that you are well taken care of
until spring)'
"Ha! The gold will .do that!" was the reply.
"Yes, but you will lose the gold. You'll be robbed
of it before you have been in Circle City a week. Do
as I tell you and I will give you more gold and keep
you all winter. I'll give you good clothes and everything you want. I'll make you a rich man."
To make Grey Wolf comprehend all these fine
promises required considerable talk, but at last he
consented and promised to guide them to the pl~ce
where he had found the gold.

After this agreeable understanding had been rea,ched, Grey Wolf went back to his dugout and went
to sleep, but Dick and Ned watched until morning.
As the latter did not feel a bit sleepy the Unknown
was not called at all.
Morning brought no light ·with it-that could not
be looked for until after nine o'clock-but the Unknown was up by six and Edith awoke soon after.
Before either of them got up Grey Wolf had come
out of the hole and built up a big fire of moss, over
1 which he proceeded to broil two fish which he pulled
up out of the slew in the dark without any effort at
all.
·
"Who in the world have we here?" demanded the
Unknown, duly surprised to see the old Indian bending over the fire.
Ned told his story, and when Edith woke up he told
it again.
"Good job we found him," said the detective. "If
we don't find Company K we'll go prospecting on
our own account. I suppose you haven't heard a
thing?"
"No," replied Ned, sadly. "I only wish I ha-d
something to report."
"The snow holds off well, don't it?"
"It does."
"It's a-coming, tliough. What does Grey Wolf
say about it?"
"He says it's coming sure," said Dick. "What's
that red over against the sky? The reflection of our
fire, think?"
"Why, no, it can't be that," said Ned. ct rt must
be another fire. Grey Wolf, look there!"
"'Ugh! white men," said Grey Wolf. "They are
getting their breakfast."
"Are you sure it's white men?"
"yes."
"Why?"
"They are blowing the fire. Indians can make tbe
tundra burn without that ."
Here ·was something which none of Young Klondike's party would have discovered if they had
watched the red light for a week.
"How do you know? What makes you say that?''
asked Young Klondike. .
Grey Wolf explained that the light was moving;
that it was slightly bending in one direction.
They watched and found that it was so.
"Now, they have stopped blowing," said Grey
Wolf. "Now the tundra burns."
Sttre enough, the light had straightened up and
' seemed to shoot higher than it haQ. done before.
There was no longer any wind, or these close observations could not have been made by Grey Wolf
or any other man, red or wh,ite, but it was still cold
and raw, and certainly there was a feeling of snow in
the air.
Grey Wolf prophesied that the storm would come
at daylight, and this made an immediate move all the
more desirable.
Before starting, however, Ned went into a detailed
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description of just whern the disappearance of the
raft had taken place, and at last had the satisfaction
of seeing that he had made Grey Wolf understand.
' "Those are your friends," said the Indian, emphatically, as he pointed toward the light.
"How do you know?" demanded the Unknown.
"They must have gone into the slews on the right
0f the creek," asserted Grey Wolf, "because if they
had gone in on the left you could have seen them from
the lnll. If they did go in on the right and followed
on because they iost their way and could not turn
back, by the time night came they would be just
about where you see that light now."
In his own "\Nay this is the explanation Grey Wolf
gave, and it seemed so reasonable to Young Klondike
that he accepted it offhand, and even the Unknown
had not a word to offer in objection.
So the canoes were launched, and they pushed off
up the slew, with Grey Wolf in the lead.
Brighter and brighter grew the light as they continued to advance.
Gre_, Wolf took turnings, which it is hardly likely
they would have dared to take alone, but it was most
fortunate that they were taken, for all at once they
swung around into the narrow slew, and there saw
the fire right ahead of them, and the big raft tied up
alongside of a ~mall island, similar to the one on which
they had passed the night.
Beyond was the fire and a group of men gathered
around it.
The light shone on their faces, and Young Klondike
could see that they were the men of Company K.
Almost at the same instant Grey Wolf suddenly
caught hold of Ned and pulled him down into the bottom of the canoe.
"Down! down!" he exclaimed, in a whisper, and
the word was passed to the others.
Not a moment too soon did they drop and stop paddling, for out of the tundra, on ahead, two canoes
shot, and pulled toward the raft with muffled oars.
' Rene Benoit again!" breathed Ned.
A man of Company K sprapg upon the raft.
"Who goes there?" he cried.
Up went the rifles in the two canoes, and a volley
was fired at the solitary figure on the raft.

CHAPTER VII.
THE

FIRST

STRIKE.

OF course, it was perfectly apparent that the plan
of Rene Benoit was to capture the raft and tow it off
into the tundra.
This would give the enemy all the supplies of Company K, and would have been a rich haul, indeed.
And very likely the bold scheme might have succeeded, if help had not been so close at hand.
The man on the raft fell wounded, and in an instant the attacking party were alongside.
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"Keep back there ! Keep back there !" yelled
Rene Benoit, as the men of Company K sprang up
and made a rush for the place where the raft lay
moored.
The shots began to fly on both sides.
Mat Morgan rallied his men, and made a rush as
Rene Benoit started to board the raft.
As yet not one of the attacking party had looked
behiml. them-they had no idea that Young Klondike
was so near.
"Now, then!" breathed Ned. "All together!"
They had their rifles ready and were only waiting
for a favorable moment.
It had come ! A volley of shots flew acros::, the
raft from behind.
"Good Heavens! It is Young Klondike himself!"
cried Rene Benoit in French, as he looked back and
caught sight of the two canoes.
After that there was a stampede.
The canoes of the enemy disappeared among the
tundra in a twinkling.
Oh, what a shout went up then!
The men of Company K cheered and cheered, and
ran down on board the raft to meet their leader, as
the canoes were paddled up alongside.
As for the enemy, they seemed to have utterly vanished, but once the tundra swallows up a canoe it is
not much use trying to follow. With slews and cross
slews there is no difficulty in making one's escape.
So Neel and Dick made no effort to follow up Rene
Benoit and his gang.
They were only too glad to get back to Company
K again to waste any time on a chase which was
almost sure to prove unprofitable.
When Mat Morgan told his story it turned out to
be just as they had supposed in the first place.
Expecting that Young Klondike and his party
would follow them, Morgan decided to start ahead,
and he never knew that he was not still following
Welch creek until they found themselves hopelessly
lost.
" We stick together after this," declared Young
Klondike. "There shall be no runni:qg off any more
-it don't pay,"
Of course, the story of Grey Wolf was duly told,
and the gold in the boat exhibited.
It drove the prospectors of Company K half wild.
"Boys, I want to propose a change of plan!" said
Young Klondike, calling Company K about him. "We
are a long way out of our road if we want to reach
that part of the Ketchumstock hills which lies at the
headwaters of Welch creek, but if we keep ahead in
this direction a few miles fprther we shall strike the
lower end of the Ketchurnstocks where this gold came
from. I say let us do it, for if we spend all our time
in getting to the diggings, winter will catch us before
we know where we are. Anyone got any objection to
make, because if they have let him make it now."
" I agree !" cried Dick.
"And I!" added the Unknown.
"Speaking for my mates · I would like to ask a

I
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question," said Mat Morgan . "For myself I say I'll bear as it was, there was no chance of unloading the
go wherever Young Klondike wants to lead us, if it supplies.
Nothing had been seen of the enemy since their de·
is to the moon."
"Ask as many questions as you like, Mat," replied 1 feat at the island and Ned failed to see where they
Ned. "I want the boys to be thoroughly satisfied ran any risk by leaving the raft just as it was.
before we go into this new deal."
Still to make sure he selected three men as a guard
"Are you giving up a sure thing for an uncertainty and the raft was tied up at the edge of the tundra and
-that's what we want to know," said Mat. "On left in their charge for the nignt, while the canoes
that score we don't want to make any mistake."
pushed on to the base of the Ketchumstock hills.
"No," replied Ned, emphaticailly. "I tell you
Nothing was taken along but the tents; these were
now, boys, that my prospect was not a sure thing by needed for shelter, of course.
any means. In fact it rests on precisely such eviBefore leaving the raft supper was served and the
deuce as this new prospect does, the testimony of a provisions were all left behind.
Coppermine Indian."
"Here at last!" exclaimed Young Klondike, as
"You say you saw the gold in the hands of Black they made their landing at the foot of great rocky
Crow?" asked Mat.
bluffs over which the creek came tumbling into a
"Yes."
shallow basin; "now, then, GreyWolf, where was it
"And don't actually know that it came from the that you found the gold?"
place where we were bound before we got twisted up
Grey Wolf pointed to the basin and declared that
in the slews?"
he had washed it out there. It certainly seemed a
"That's it."
likely spot enough; none could be more so. When
Mat Morgan consulted with the men for a moment, Young Klondike lay down to rest in his tent that
and then said:
night he felt sure that he had made no mistake.
"Very good. We'll make the change. We've
The same cold, raw atmosphere lasted through
:seen the gold from these new diggings and if they are the night. At six o'clock when Ned awoke, it seemed
the nearest we.might just as well try our luck there more like snow than ever, but still the. storm held off.
as to hunt for the other place."
Ned woke up Dick, and they hurried down to the
It was so settled and within half an hour the start basin, where they were presently joined by Grey
was made with Grey Wolf in the lead.
Wolf, who had been on the watch.
The old Indian was in his glory now.
No one else was stirring except the two men who
Ned, with a view to making him feel all possible in- had been doing "guard duty the latter part of the
terest in the company's success, presented him with night.
a rifle, a knife, a shirt and a pair of new mocca.s ins
t. Well, boys, any alarm ?" asked Ned.
which he had bought in Circle City.
" No, sir," replied one of the guard. "There hasn't
Grey Wolf was very grateful.
been a sign of anyone all night; we might as well
He did not say much, but Young Klondike knew have been asleep."
enough of the Indian character to make him feel cer"Not at all," replied Ned. "Eternal vigilance is
tain that the old buck would stand by him through the price of safety, you know. There's nothing like
thick and thin.
being on the safe side and keeping a watch."
All that day-that is as long as daylight lasted"I don't believe they'll bother us any more though.
they kept on through the tundra.
All the same," declared Dick, "we have shown that
The hills drew nearer and nearer. It was evident we were too many for them. Now, then, Ned, let's
that this immense swamp could not extend further get to work."
than their foot.
The idea was to do a little panning before brea.kAt five o'clock in the afternoon they left the tundra fast.
and ran out into a stretch of meadow land which exNed put on his long rubber boots, and takin{; a big
tended to the hills, now not more than a mile away, . scoop shovel waded out into the basin.
Here a troublesome obstacle was encountered.
The water was but a little above his knees; it was
In order to reach the hills it would be necessary to hard to see the bottom in the dark, but from the way
follow the windings of a shallow creek which ran down it felt under his feet it seemed like fine sand.
into the slews.
' Dick had the pans ready and Ned dug his scoop
This creek Grey Wolf declared to be the one from shovel down and filled three of them with the sand
which he had worked the gold, but although it would which proved to carry very little gravel with it.
float the canoes all right, it was entirely too shallow
Grey Wolf held the lantern and declared that he
for the raft.
could see gold in the pan already, 'vbich wa,s certainly
"We shall have to leave it behind us," said Ned, more than either Ned or Dick could do.
after trying the depth with his pole. "If we run
But as soon as they began to wash out the sand
ahead any further we shall ground her and then there the lantern's light showed them the tiny yellow parmay be difficulty in getting her off."
ticles, with an occasional nugget.
There was no help for it. The raft must be left be''Hello ! what are you fellows about?" cried the
hind, and as the canoes were loaded all they would 1 Unknown, coming out of the tent a little later.
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hardly daring to give utteraace to the terrible suspicion that had come over him.
But it was worse. When they reached the place
where the raft had been tied up, there lay the three
men stretched out upon the grass dead and cold.
It was an awful blow to them all.
CHAPTER VIII.
"Hear me, Heaven!" cried Mat Morgan, throwing
up his hand, "if I ever get my chance at Rene Benoit
SNOWED IN.
or Martin J::?ill I'll flay them alive!"
Threats were useless, as were revengeful feelings.
"BULLY for our side ! Ye gods and little fishes!
Rene Benoit's gang· was made up of some of the
I knew we'd hit it!" shouted the Unknown. "Hoo- worst ruffians in the Klondike country, and in case
ray for the first strike !"
they got ·their chance nothing less than this was to
~ Then the Unknown threw up the rusty old plug hat be expected of them.
which he always persisted in wearing, and catchThe three men had been shot. One in the heart,
ing it on his head, thrust his hands in his pockets, one through the neck and the third in the forehead.
and gave the boys a little walk around there at the
"Poor fellows! No back shots here," murmured
edge of the basin, which was his way of showing Ned. "They were facing the enemy and defending
bis enthusiasm over the lucky find.
our property. It was all they could do."
And who would not be enthusiastic under the cirWhat time the fight had taken place it was of
cumstances ?
course quite impossible to say, but as the bodies were
Even by these primitive methods, panning there entirely cold it must certainly have been far back in
in the dark, the boys had taken out over a hundred the night.
dollars in tl10se three pans.
By Young Klondike's direction the remains of the
The sand was so fine that the gold, which proved unfortunate guard were tenderly lifted into the
to be nearly all in the form of nuggets, had set- canoes, and a start back for camp made.
tled to the bottom of the pan at the first sha..king.
"The boys will be heartbroken when they hear of
Three times three pans were washed out before they this," remarked the Unknown, as they paddled upgave it up and every time there were the same won- stream.
derful results.
"Their death must be avenged !" declared Young
The news spread among the tents and soon all hands Klondike. "Not by any offhand shooting, but by
were up and out.
the strong arm of t,be law. If it costs me the last
Company K went fairly wild in its enthusiasm, and dollar I am worth I shall run those scoundrels down
there was no one better pleased than Grey Wolf, who and bring them to justice."
kept saying:
"No, you won't," said the Unknown. "That's my
"Me tell you true, boss! Ugh! Ugh! Me tell job."
you true! Plenty gold! Plenty gold!"
"What do you mean?"
And certainly no one could ask for a better show"Exactly what I say. As soon as we have buried
ing than Young Klondike's Company K found there . our poor friends I am going to start off on a still bunt
at the foot of the Ketchumstock hills.
for these men, and don't you forget it I shall find
But their enthusias1n was soon to have a serious thetn; you'll see."
damper thrown upon it.
"I should say so, but we need to do it; in fact,
A blow had been dealt by the enemy, which was to we've got to do it," answered Ned. "Do you realize
throw the little camp into the deepest gloom.
that we have no provisions except the few trifles that
As soon as it was daylight Ned and the Unknown, the men brought up to camp in their canoes?"
with several men, went down the creek with all the
"Do I? Don' t I ! I realize it only too well. Say
canoes to bring up the goods.
what you like, Young Klondike; object to my runAs they drew near the tundra a silence suddenly ning the risk all you please, but some one has got to
came over all, notwithstanding that they had been locate that raft or Company K stands a fair chance
laughing and joking only a few moments before.
of starving to death."
"It isn't there, dear boy!" broke out the Unknown, I As yet Mat Morgan and his men did not seem to
at last.
realize this; they were too much excited over the loss
"I'm afraid it isn't," replied Ned. "Mat, can you of their friends, and indeed the whole camp was
see the raft?"
thrown into the greatest excitement by the arrival of
"No," said Mat Morgan. "No, I can't, boss. I the canoes.
reckon you may as well prepare for the worst. The
Gold digging was forgotten. They could talk of
raft isn't in sight."
nothing else but the murder, and they were still talk" Bad job I By the Jumping Jeremiah, a mighty ing about it when it began to snow.
bad job!" exclaimed the Unknown. "Enemy in, raft
"We must bury these poor fellows at once," deout and our three men prisoners, or worse."
clared Ned. "Mat, we must dig the graves while
" I hope to Heaven it isn't worse," muttered Ned, there is time."
"Hooray !" shouted Young Klondike. "Come
along, Zed ! We're right in it again I We've made
big strike !"
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' Yes, boss, and when that's done we are off after
to see a foot away, and after a few moments Young
the raft," replied Mat. "Do you realize that there Klondike became seriously alarmed.
isn't a bit of grub left in the camp?"
"We can't stay in the tents," he declared. "We
"Well, I do! We won't be slow to act, Mat; but shall have to seek shelter somewhere else. Mat, what
the storm is coming and we must not run any risks. are we going to do?"
The Unknown proposed to start off -after the canoe,
"Don't ask me, boss," replied Mat Morgan. "Bad
but I think he had better wait and go with us."
luck has . struck us. It wouldn't surprise me a bit if
"Hello!" exclaimed Dick, coming up at that mo- we all lost our lives in this storm."
ment and overhearing the remark; "you'.re too late,
"Not if I know it! Boys, we've got to look out for
Ned."
ourselves. I don't ask you to do anything but just
"What! Has he gone already?"
what seems best to you, but I say whoever is willing
"Been gone these ten minutes, and Grey Wolf has can follow me !"
gone with him. I wanted him to speak to you, but he
It was almost impossible to hear these words above
said he had already done so and you approved."
the howling of the wind, but Ned did not wait to find
"He'll take care of himself," replied Ned. "Lea.ve out whether they were heard or not.
the Unknown alone for that; but his going needn't
Calling upon Dick and Edith to follow him, he starthinder us. It must not ! He can do no more tha n ed along the cliffs in search of a place where they
locate the camp of the gang, but we must capture it could be in a measure shielded from the blast.
and get back our provisions. Think, besides the grub
Company K followed gloomily enough.
almost all our mining tools, the portable houses,
Men of their kind are alike the world over. There
everything that we proposed to make ourselves com- was a good deal of grumbling.
fortable with, was on that raft."
To hear some of these prospectors talk, one would
Vlhile this conversation was in progress the digging imagine that they held Young Klondike responsible
for the storm.
of the graves was going on rapidly.
The unfortunate men were wrapped in their blankNed had not far to go before he discovered just
ets and laid on the ground, Young Klondike reading what he was looking for.
the burial service before the frozen earth was thrown
This was a rift in the rocks, a deep indentation
in.
among the cliffs with an overhanging ledge on the
By the time this was over it was snowing hard, windward side, which was amply big enough to proso hard, in fact, that Ned saw to his dismay that tect all hands from the storm.
it would be next to useless to start off in the
"It's better than remaining in the tents, boys," '
canoes.
declared Ned . "Hustle round now, and cut down
"What do you think of it, Dick?" he asked. some of those .hemlock trees up the rift. Build a
"You see the boys are getting ready for a start."
roaring fire and make yourselves as comfortable as
"They ought not to go," replied Dick very de- you can."
ciedly. "It isn't safe."
"Shall we bring the tents up here?" asked Edith.
"Of course it isn't," said Edith. "There is only
"I think we had better. There is certainly no
one thing to do, and that is to wait for the storm to sense in leaving them there on the bank of the creek
pass."
to be buried in the snow."
"Tell Mat Morgan that, and see what a row there
Ned lent his aid to the wood choppers, while Dick,
will be," replied Ned. "I don't see how we can s'top Edith and several others went after the tents.
them now."
The storm was so fierce that it was all they could
Indeed, Ned had made up his mind to go, just be- do to get back again.
cause be felt that he could not help himself, but be-1 It almost seemed as if the wind must blow them
fore he could get down to the canoes, the matter was away.
settled for him.
But perseverance at last brought them shelter,
A blizzard of the worst kind struck the little camp. rude though it was.
Suddenly it came swooping down upon them.
The hemlock huts were built and a few tents put in
The wind which had been just ordinary before, in- place.
creased all in a moment to a gale of the utmost fury, 1 Almost everybody seemed to prefer the shelters,
while the amount of snow which came with it, was but Ned and Dick stuck to the tent. Not from choice,
greater than Ned had seen in all his experience on indeed, but because there was no chance to build shelthe Klondike.
ters for all hands, and it was part of Young Klon." Good H eavens! If this is going to last we can't dike's religion to see his men taken care of before
move out of here with the canoes, grub or no grub!" thinking of himself.
Mat Morgan exclaimed.
Fiercer and fiercer blew the wind. Harder and
The blizzard had come to stay. The wind seemed harder the snow came whirling about them.
to increase rather than diminish. Ned felt that it · By common consent no mention was made of the
could not be blowing less than a hundred miles an Unknown.
hour.
That his friends in camp felt seriously worried about
1
The whirl of snow was blinding. It was impossible the little detective, need scarcely be said.
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All admired the beautiful girl greatly and her influAfter an hour the situation grew still more serious.
There was no sign of the storm abating; mountains ence went a long way with them.
The digging began at once.
of snow rose all around them now.
Ned, Dick and Edith insisted upon being first and
To have gone back to the basin would have risked
they each took a shovel and went at it, working for
one's life.
'l'he day wore on. Deeper and deeper grew the half an hour.
By this time Mat Morgan and the men felt pretty
drifts. No '3ign of the wind going down. No change
well ashamed of the stand ,they had taken, and inin the quantity of falling snow.
Under that ledge Young Klondike's party found sisted upon relieving them.
The work went steadily on after that, and by noon
themslves warm and comfortable, but they were
a narrow path had been cut through the drift down
snowed in, and w.hat was worse there seemed n
chance of getting out of their prison for days to to the creek.
To Ned's great joy thii;; was not frozen over, alcome.
though there was ice in the basin hindering their
work there.
CHAPTER IX.
"I'm going down to the tundra," declared Ned.
"Now, then, boys, it is better to work than to stand
STARVATION.
idle. 1 say let us begin our mining operations at
once and keep right at it, just as though we had
IT did not stop snowing until half past five the plenty to eat in camp."
next morning.
No one made any objection, so Ned proceeded to lay
How many inches fell on a level it would be hard to out a plan.
He ordered a place cleared alongside the basin for
tell, it drifted so; but outside the rock shelter of Company1K the drifts were eight and nine feet deep.
a shaft, and a great frost fire built.
When Young Klondike got up he pulled on his big
If gold was found in the basin, he argued that it
boots, and made up his mind that he would go to the ought also to be found alongside of it, for the land
creek no matter how deep the snow was, but he only along under the cliffs was really a part of the basin,
succeeded in getting a few yards away from camp, the creek being but the remains of some old mounbefore he found himself wallowing in drifts which tain torrent, which had washed down the soil in former
/
were over his head.
I times.
" Dick ! Dick !" he shouted. "Come and pull me
To this the men yielded readily enough, and work
out ! Get a rope or something ! Heavens ! I shall began at once.
smother here.''
Ned then took the largest canoe, and with Dick and
Dick and Mat Morgan went to the rescue and Ned Edith started to paddle down the creek in the almost
was dragged out of the drift.
vain hope of seeing something of Grey Wolf and the
It took him some time to get his breath and then Unknown.
he was ready to try it again.
It wa.s a very solemn party.
"Mat, we've got to work our own ,way to the
Thoughts of the Unknown's fate oppressed them
creek," he said. "First of all we've got to see if it's terribly.
frozen over and what the condition of the canoes
"I don't see how he possibly could have escaped,"
is."
remarked Edith, at last. "It breaks my heart to
"That's what's the matter," said Mat, "but how say it, but I'm very much afraid we shall never see
are you going to do it, boss ?"
poor Zed again."
"What one cannot do, many may. We have got
"Don't say it and don't think it," said Ned. "If
to shovel out."
it was anybody else but the Unknown I should be
"It would take us till next summer. We've only ready enough to agree with you, but you know how
g-ot three shovels; all the rest are on that con- many times we have given him up for lost. Did he
founded raft."
ever fail to turn up? Oh, no!"
"I suppose we could do it if we tried. Suppose it
"But where could he possibly have found sheltakes all day? It's got to be done."
ter ?" mused Dick. "To be exposed to that storm
Mat yielded grumblingly. He was hungry and being on the tundra would be sure death.''
hungry made him cross, but his condition was no' "That's true enough," said Ned, "and if Rene
worse than that of the others.
Benoit's gang were out on that tundra in the storm
There was absolutely nothing to eat in the camp, not one of them can be alive at the present time,
every scrap brought up from the raft having been but for all that, I still have hopes for the Unknown."
consumed for breakfast the day before.
But Ned was inclined to change his opinion after an
It was now twenty-four hours since any member of hour or so.
·
Young Klondike's Company K had tasted food.
They explored as far into the tundra as they dared,
Ned did his best to cheer them, and Edith went from but could not see a living soul.
man to man beseeching them to stand up bravely
The moss was covered with snow in some places
against this great trial.
where it had found a chance to lodge; at other points
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the wind had swept over great sections and blown
the snow away.
At no point did they find the slews frozen . In fact,
it was not very cold, and at midday everything was
thawing, although it began to freeze again in the
afternoon.
By half past one Young Klondike sorrowfully announced that they would have to return.
"If we could only shoot something," sighed ick.
"It would be a relief to be able to take a little food
back to Company K."
"Slim chance," replied Edith. "You'll see no
more ducks this season, and what else is there? You
know how scarce game is here at all times."
"There is likely to be serious trouble if we don't
get food soon," said Ned, gloomily.
Edith shuddered.
She had been long enough in the Klo11dike country
now to know to what Ned r eferred. Awful stories of
parties of starving prospectors devouring each other
had reached their ears the previous winter.
Even to think of such things in connection with
Company K, made Edith sick at heart.
But there was a streak of luck in store for them.
Just as they came in sight of the beginning of the
m eadows-they were paddling up the main slew at
the time-Edith suddenly gave an exclamation and
threw up her rifle.
.
. l{ s t opped pan'dli ng an d h eld th eir
N ed an d D ic
. .
breath, for there was a large buck moose drmkmg at
tlie creek ·
.
.
.
~he ".'rnd was blo':1.n g toward them, otherwise the
ammal mall p~obab1hty would never have been seen
at all, so keen 1s the scent of the moose.
As it was, his back being turned, he did not seem to
be aware of their presence which gave Edith just the
chance she wanted, but her hand trembled, so great
was her eagerness, and for the moment Ned feared
that she was going to make a miss of it.
But no ! When the rifle spoke the moose gave one
leap into the air and started into the creek.
Before it could reach the opposite bank the poor
brute stumbled, raised itself once, and then fell dead
in the water, shot through the heart by Edith's
superb aiming.
"Good enough!" cried Ned . "Now we are all
right! Hooray!"
lt was a relief certainly, but what was one moose
among so many ?"
At the most it would support Company K only
for a week.
I
But Young Klondike did not stop to think of that
then. He was too rejoiced at even this temporary
relief.
They soon had the moose in tow behind the canoe,
and in this way paddled back to camp where they
were received with great enthusiasm by Company K.
Mat Morgan had nothing to report except that progress had· heen made in the work.
The ground had been cleared alongside the basin

and three big fires ·were burning over ground where it
was intended to start prospect holes.
It had taken all the morning to clear away the
snow and bring down wood from the hillside, where
there was a great plenty.
Besides this, Mat had kept four men at work panning the sands from the basin, the ice having beer_
broken for that purpose.
i
The reports from the panners was most satisfac-/
tory.
Over three hundred dollars was the result of this
work, and Ned knew that the men were by no means
expert panners, and that the chances were the biggest part of the gold had been allowed to escape.
'l'he capture of the moose put everybody in good
humor, and the animal was promptly skinned and cut
up, and in a surprisingly short time a hindquarter
was roasting over the fire.
"You dole out the meat, Mat," said Young Klondike. "Let every man have his share, and not an
ounce more. As for me and my party; we come in
with the rest."
That night · all hands returned to the i;;helters un- .
der the rocks, and being warmed and fed, a comparatively comfortable night might have been looked for if it was not for the _u neasiness Ned, Dick and
Edith felt about the Unknown.
As for Ned, he could not sleep. Every time he
1 d h"
·t
·
c ose
is eyes
1 seemed to lum that he could hear
.
.
1
.
the detective callmg, but for Dick's sake he Jay
1
• t
t"l
t
d
·d
·
1 qme
un i a 1ong owar m1 rng 1i t , w1ien h e felt
I tlJat h e could end ure it· no 1onger.
Quietly unrolling himself from the blanket Ned got
up and was about stealing out of the tent, when Dick
called to him to know what the matter was.
"I can't sleep. It's no use, Dick."
"Same here. I've never closed my eyes all night."
"Impossible ; you must be mistaken; you have
never moved nor made a sound."
'
"Oh, that's because I didn't want to disturb you;
I might say the same thing; you never moved nor
made a sound until now."
"And for the same reason. Dick, let's go down t o
the fires; I'm too nervous to sleep."
Dick needed no second invitation, and a few moments later the boys with lantern and rifles were
walking single file between the huge snowdrifts.
Everything was quiet at the creek. No guard had
been placed there as none seemed necessary. The
boys stirred up the glowing coals and piled on fresh
wood and then walked down to the bank of the creek
to see if the canoes were all right.
I suppose that fire ought to be seen for miles over
the tundra," said Dick. "If the Unknown still lives
it ought to be an easy matter foe him to find his way
back here."
"Hark!" exclaimed Ned, 'suddenly. "What was
that?"
"What?"
" 1't seemed to me as if I could hear him calling."
"Well, now, that's queer," said Dick. " Do you
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know I fancied the same thing myself a dozen times
while I lay there."
" So did I."
"Isn't that odd? It only goes to show what imagination will do."
They turned to go back to the fires when it seemed
to Ned that he could hear the cry again.
"Is it possible that you don't hear it, Dick?" he
asked.
"Can't say I do," replied Dick, "and my ears are
pretty sharp, too. It must be imagination, Ned."
"No, it isn't imagination, either. Nothing of the
sort. I tell you I did hear-there it goes again."
"By gracious, I heard it that time!" cried Dick.
"It's the Unknown!"
Ned was thrown into the greatest excitement.
Without fully believing that Dick could be sure of the
Unknown's voice, he was perfectly willing to believe
that it was the detective, or at least to act just as
though he did believe it.
"It's a mercy we- came down here as we did !" he
exclaimed. "Quick! Don't let us lose an instant;
we '11 run d own th e cree k an d t ry t o fi n d ou t w h a t
th"
,,
is m~ans.
.
Hastily boardmg the . canoe,: they
· paddled away
down the stream, hope mcreasmg as they advanced.
Again and again the cry was heard, and each time
.k
d ·t h
ld
t th t •t
th U
Dic
answere i e wou asser
a i was e nknown's voice.
"He's stranded somewhere-but he hears us," he
declared. "Just a few minutes and we'll know all
about i·t. I d on 't care w h a t h appens i'f we can on1y
·
ld z d f
t th
,,
b rmg
o
e .sa e up o e camp.
.
So th ey paddl ed on, an d soon th ere came a t ime
. t'
. h
d
w h en th ey cou ld d is mgms wor s.
"H 11 N d 1 H 11 D' k 1 I 't
?"
e o, e .
e o, ic . s i you .
"H ooray .,,, s h ou t ed N ed . "G'ive h'im th e answer,
. k 1. y our voice
· can reac hf ur th er th an mme.
.
It' s
Dic
,,
th e U n k nown as sure as fa t e 1.
"We are coming !" yelled Dick. "It's all right,
Zed. Where are you, old man ?"
"By the Jumping Jeremiah, I'm in the soup! I
mean the snow!" was the answer shouted back.
And in the snow they found him, sure enough.
Down at the edge of the tundra with snow up to
his waist, and his tall hat pulled down over his ears,
and his hands in his pockets, stood the Unknown the
very picture of despair.
"Well, well, well! I thought I was a goner this
time!" he exclaimed, as the boys approached. "I
was fully prepared to freeze to death here before
morning. Ye gods and little fishes, it was a lucky
thought which popped into yolll' heads to keep awake
and listen for the old ·unknown this blessed night!"
Of course the first thing was to take the Unknown into the canoe, and the next to pull for the
fires as quick as possible, and no question was asked
until they were well under way.
"Where's Grey Wolf?" inquired Ned, as soon as
he had made the detective as comfortable as circumstances would permit.
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II've"Dead,
I'm afraid," was the reply.
got a lot to tell!"

"Oh, boys,

"Take your time, Zed, take your time," said
Young Klondike. "Don't tell it now unless you
choose."
"Oh, I might as well talk now as any other
time. You found me stuck in the mud-I mean the
snow-and' first of all I must tell you that I managed to bust a hole in the bottom of the canoe by
running onto a sharp lump of ice, and just as I got
to the point where you found me the blame thing
sunk. Ye gods and little fishes! I just had time to
jump ashore and save myself; otherwise I would
have gone down into the creek with it. Not tha
it would have drowned me, bGt I should have frozen
my nose-I mean my toes."
"That's a bad job," said Ned. "But say, you're
putting the ca:rt before the h'orse, and beginning at
the wrong end of the story. We want to hear it all."
But after all the Unknown had not so much to tell.
In company with Grey Wolf he had worked down into. the
. tundra without seeing anything of the raft.
Fmdmg that the storm was about to come they started back, but were too late to escape it.
·
"ble t o ma k e th e camp of
' Th en fi n d'mg i't impossi
,C
K th
t t df
ld I d'
ompany ' . ey s ar e or ~n
n ian ~amp up
another slew right under the hills, a place wluch Grey
W lf k
b t 't h ·
b
b d
d b h"
o
new a ou , i
avmg een a an one
y is
tribe two years before'.

°

Here the Unknown passed the night of the storm in
comparative
comfort,
but when morning
dawned he
.
G
W
. .
discovered that rey
olf was missmg.
W hat h a d becoJUe of the old I nd1an
·
· not
he did
1
h
.
.
know, as t e canoe remamed undisturbed. ·
A
· ·
f
h'
fter waitmg or is return nearly all day, the
U k
t th
1 .
th t h
h
n nown came o e cone us10n a e must
ave
.
.
wandered away from the old · lodge and perished m
the storm, so he took the canoe and started back
·
h is
" way
· m
· th e sews
1
a1one, 1osmg
as a matter of
course.
Night overtook him before he could find it again,
and then followed the accident to the canoe.
This was the Unknown's story, but if it had been
anything else the boys would have been just as well
satisfied, they were so rejoiced to have him back
again safe and sound .
There was great rejoicing in camp too, when Company K found that the lost was found .
For the next few days everything went on with comparative smoothness. Work continued on the prospect holes, but the ground was very hard and frost
fires had to be kept continually going.
Nothing was heard of Grey Wolf and more than
all, although Edith and the boys were almost constantly out searching for game, none was found.
By the end of the week the last. scrap of moose
meat was consumed and starvation stared Young
Klondike's Company K in the face.
Two days more and it was with them.
Still another two days and the situation grew still
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worse, for it had snowed again and all chance of obBut there were so many men engaged that the
taining game bad vanished.
I work had been kept up pretty well night and day,
It was now forty-eight hours since anyone in the which accounted for the progress made.
little company had tasted food.
The next shaft was down sixteen feet, but the third
·
had not passed through tl, rost yet, and work on it
had now been abandoned for several days.
Fortunately for his plans Young Klondike had
CHAPTER X.
brought all ropes along from the raft as well as their
buckets, fearing that some w'tndering Indian might
GOLD, GOLD EVERYWHERE BUT NOT A BITE TO EAT. steal them in spite of the guard.
Without these work would scarcely have been pos" SWEAR that you will be true to me, boys, no mat- sible, but as it was they served a good turn.
ter what comes!" cried Young Klondike. "Swear
A primitive sort of windlass had been rigged µp
that even starvation shall not make you go back on over No. 1, and a similar arrangement was now beus !"
ing put in place at No. 2, Young Klondike, having
The men, without exception, threw up their bands. found that it worked well at the first shaft.
"By the Jumping Jeremiah, I'll clap the bracelets
As for the panning of the lake sands, that had gone
on the first kicker who shows himself!" cried the on steadily and with very good success.
Unknown, putting up both hands.
Something over twelve thousand dollars had been
Young Klondike's Company K stood at the edge of washed out of these sands.
the strip of wood just beyond the camp, forming a
Of this gold Young Klondike ·would not take one
semicircle around their leader.
grain; every ounce was divided among the members
It was the morning of the third day of starvation.
of Company K.
Hard times had struck the little company, and yet
"Well, Dick, how goes the battle?" asked Ned,
there was every prospect that if they could only hold I coming upon his partner at t)le mouth of shaft;
out to the end the diggmgs by the creek would make J No. 1.
them all rich men.
" I was just going down to see," replie(l Dick.
It was a big strike made the night before which had "There's a leak in this shaft; water has been running
decided Young Klondike to have this talk with Com- in from the basin all night ; it froze in the bottom and
pany K.
we had to break the ice and bail it out."
Just before starting in on the morning's work he
"Is it all out now ?"
called them together, and in a neat little speech
"Well, about out. There may be a little left. I
stated the situation and spoke encouraging words.
was just thinking about going down."
"We must never give up till the last gasp, boys,"
"Let's go down together. If it turns out as rich
he added. "There must be no kickers; as for the as Mat reported it last night, you and I will take
rest, let no man mention food, but each one work right hold of No. 2 and see if we can't get it down to
straight on, and try to do his part just as though his the twenty foot level to-day."
stomach was full."
"How's the water?" called Dick, looking down into
"I only want to say one word, boss," replied Mat the shaft.
Morgan. "It seems to me that if instead of going
"All right, boss," replied a young fellow named
down to the tundra and keeping along through the Archer, who was doing the bailing.
meadow land at the base of the hills, you would go up
"Very good. We are coming down."
into the hills themselves, that you might have better
It was all cheerful. Dick's tone could not have been
luck. It is early in the season yet, and I can hardly more so and yet he was so ravenously hungry that it
believe that all the bears have gone into winter quar- seemed as if he would go mad.
ters. $uppose you take a trip up into the hills."
But not a word was said about this by any man on
"No objection in the world, Mat, and we'll do it to- the work. Young Klondike had earnestly entreated
morrow," replied Ned. "To-day I wish to look after them not to mention hunger, and during that dreadful
the work a little, but suppose you take four or five day when many were so weak that they could scarcely
men and go yourself?"
stand all worked away steadily and no one broke the
Now this just suited Mat Morgan, being, in fact, rule.
what he wanted when he made the request.
"Where's the Unknown and Edith?~' asked Ned,
Young Klondike waited only to see them started as the tub came rattling up out of the shaft.
and then went down to the prospect shafts.
"Gone down the creek as usual," replied Dick.
A nest of nuggets had been struck in one of these "Edith still hopes to bag another moose."
the night before, but it was so dark when the strike
"May she succeed!"
was made, that it was not an easy matter to tell
"Same here; still I doubt if she will, the snow is
what it amounted to.
so very deep."
This shaft was now twenty feet deep, which meant
"And yet do you know I can't believe that winter
pretty good work considering that th~y only had three . has fairly set in yet. It is surprisingly warm to-day.
spades and three ptckaxes to work with.
1 If we could only get one of our good old-fashioned
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Alaska rains I believe we should tread on bare ground
again before spring."
Just then the man who worked the windlass called
out that the tub was ready, and Ned got in and was
lowered to the bottom of the shaft, Dick following
him down.
He found Ned poking over the gravel and shaking
it around in the shovel.
"You see!" cried Young Klondike. "Could anything be richer than this? We've struck a good property here, Dick. There's going to be mines enough
for every member of Company, K, and one for each of
us in the bargain or I greatly miss my mark."
"It ought to pay big as it shows up now, boss,"
remarked Archer, picking a few nuggets out of the
sand.
"That's what it will do, Archer," replied Ned, "and
lt won't be such a bad place to work in once we get
things in shape. It is only about two days run to
Circle City. Have patience. You'll see a prosperous camp here yet."
.
" I'm sure I hope so, boss. We've suffered enough
to deserve it."
"Cheer up! Something tells me that our sufferings are about over. Now strike in at the side here
toward shaft No. 2. I want to see how it shows up
there."
Archer took the pick and dug away for a few moments, loosening up a lot of gravel.
Ned shook it about in the shovel, but this was
scarcely necessary, for anyone could see the nuggets
in the gravel without going to this trouble.
The further in Archer went the richer it seemed to
"
geu.
For about half an hour Ned and Dick continued
their examination.
"This settles it !" exclaimed 'Young Klondike.
"You needn't go any further for our benefit, Archer.
This shaft is a rich one and that's all there is about
it. I'll put the men right on it. Go ahead and get
out all you can before dark."
Then Ned and Dick went down into No. 2.
They took no one with them there, as it was Ned's
desire to make at least one &trike himself.
They had only one pick and one shovel, and a man
at the windless to receive the loaded tub as it came
up.
But the boys were well used to working under disadvantages, and for two hours and more they dug
away without seeing a trace of gold.
·
As No. 2 was on ground a trifle lower than No. 1,
the eighteen-foot level there was fully e<]_ual to the
twenty-foot level in the other shaft.
" About time we struck it if we are going to, Dick,"
Ned remarked, leaning on his pick. "By gracious,
my back is tired! If it wasn't for setting a bad example to the boys I'd quit."
"We've put it down two feet, and I'd like to do
tl nother before we knock off; still, if you feel
weak--"
"Don't mention it! I wouldn't own to it if I did."
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"But you do all the same, and if I were you I'd
give up, Ned."
"This is the way I give up," laughed Ned, seizing
h~s pick and going at it again.
Then one of those strange coincidences happened,
which sometimes come to discouraged prospectors,
and add to the fascination of mining life.
At the very first stroke of the pick, Ned unearthed
a ·big nugget weighing twenty pounds.
His shout brought all Company K to the mouth of
the shaft.
"What have you struck; boss, what have you
struck?" a dozen voices called out.
"Take it and see!" answered Ned, tumbling the
nugget into the tub.
The sight almost made the men forget their hunger:.
so great was the enthusiasm aroused.
"No question about the richness of these diggings,
boys !" called Young Klondike. "Go back to your
work and leave this to Mr. Luckey and me. We'll
show you something worth seeing before long."
And indeed it proved so.
The next thing Young Klondike did was to turn up
a nest of small nuggets. The deposit began within a
few inches of where the big nugget was found, and
continued until dusk warned Ned that it was time to
quit unless he meant to work by lantern light, which
was something he did not care to do.
Over three thousand dollars was taken •out of No.
2 that afternoon by Ned and Dick alone, and in this
estimate we do not count the nuggets, the value of
which was fully four thousand more.
The yield from No. 1 was nearly a thousand dollars, and the panners in the basin washed out about
one hundred and fifty dollars' worth that day.
It was gold, gold, everywhere and not a bite to
eat.

CHAPTER XL
COMPANY K MOVES ON THE ENEMY.

Edith and the Unknown don't come in,'1
remarked Ned, as he washed up in the creek after
their hard day's work.
"Probably you'll see them in a few moments," replied Dick. "What worries me is Mat Morgan's par1;y.
If they should happen to get lost in the hills it would
be a bad job."
"Trust Mat not to do that. He's an old hand at
the bellows."
"The oldest hands get nipped sometimes. It's getting pretty dark. They'll break their necks coming
down over the rocks and snow if they don't try it
soon."
At that very moment a shout beard down the creek
told them that Edith and the Unknown were in sight
of the camp.
Ned ran up on a snowbank, whiCh was frozen SO•
"STRANGE
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hard that it would easily bear him, and looked down {City-and remember you are going with me-I'll let
the creek.
·
you know how much I think of what you have done."
"Hello ! what's this?" he cried. "There are
Grey Wolf seemed immensely pleased and made a
three of them in a canoe, and-·- Hello! Hello! little speech, in which he told how. he meant to stick
· Hello ! Hooray for Edith! She's done it again !"
to Young Klondike through thick and thin, and, what
The shout brought half of Company K up on the was more to the point, how he would guide Company
.snowdrift, and the result of the increased weight was K to the camp of Rene Benoit.
Then Edith told how she had shot the moose
_just what might have been expected. The crust gave
way, and down went Young Klondike and his noble at the same place where she had killed the previous
company in snow up to their necks.
one, and so busy was everybody with all this talk
But all took the accident with the greatest good that they forgot all about the shots heard among the
nature, for before it came they had seen the welcome hills, till all at once Mat Morgan and his men came
sight.
into camp dragging after them a huge bear.
A large moose was in tow of the canoe.
Then there was more rejoicing.
Oh, what a cheering there was then. The air fairly
Starvation days were over, and now that the tide
rang with their shouts, and some of the company in had actually turned more good luck followed, for that
their enthusiasm fired their rifles again a.nd ag_ain.
night it began to rain.
Answering shots came from the canoe, and then
Now when it rains in Alaska it is pretty apt to rain
just as the last echo died away, a ringing shot was hard, and on this occasion it started in to do the busiheard up among the Ketchumstock hills.
ness after the most approved fashion.
"Mat is coming! Mat is coming!" the men
It rained all night and all the next day, and all the
shouted. "Has he struck luck too?"
next night into the bargain, and when daylight came
Soon the canoe came around in sight and brought again after that there was mighty: little left of the
with it another surprise.
snow.
There in the stern paddling away was an old white
During this long storm, there was a feast of bear
haired Indian.
and moose meat in the camp of Company K.
It was Grey Wolf !
The men were now in high spirits. The good strike
Ned co1'ld hardly restrain himself in his impain No. 2 had convinced even the most skeptical that
tience till they came up to the shore.
Young Klondike had made no mistake in leading
"Oh, we've .got him! We've got him!" cried the
Company K into this unknown land.
·
Unknown. "Would you believe it, Ned, we found
"It will be a big thing for us in the spring, boys,"
him stuck in the very self same drift where you
Mat Morgan said to them. "You know what the
found me."
boss is; he won't stay here. You'll see him going
"Ugh! Ugh! Me no dead, boss!" grunted Grey off on some other expedition sure, and each of us will
Wolf. "Heap snow! Hard walking now! Ugh! have our claim, and there'll be a big lot of men run
Ugh! Me come twenty mile since morning, but me in here to work the boss' mine, and we can open
come-me find raft."
stores and build a town, and all get rich in two shakes
Here was great news !
of a ram's tail."
All Company K tlocked around the old Indian.
While wealth probably would not come to ComThis confused him and instead of telling his story
pany K quite as rapidly as Mat Morgan expressed it
he turned to the Unknown and said:
in his quaint way, the future certainly did look very
" Heap too much talk ! Grey Wolf's tongue tired.
bright.
Tell.''
During those rainy d~ys, Ned, Dick, Edith and the
"What he wants to say is, that he has located the
Unknown
held several of their old time "councils of
raft up 'at the head of a slew about twenty miles
from here," explained the Unknown. "Rene Benoit's war," and it. was decided to move on the enemy just
'
gang are in ca.mp there and they have started a pros- as soon as the storm cleared up.
one
morning
a
few
days
later
Young
Klondike
So
pect hole, and they have struck it rich, too."
"And has Grey Wolf been working on this raft put himself at the head of his little company and
started down the creek in the canoes.
business ever since?" inquired Ned.
Six men were left behind to guard the gold and look
"That's what seems to be the case," said the Unafter
the tamp.
known. "As near as I can make out he never had
In
the
first canoe were Grey Wolf and the Unknown;
the least intention of deserting me. He just got so
in
the
second
was Ned, Dick and Edith.
far away from the old lodge that night tt.at he could
The
third
carried
Mat Morgan and two of the best
not get back again; according to what he tells me he
men
in
Company
K
and the others followed on filled
must have come back within a very short 'time aft,er
with
as
determined
a
lot
of fellows as one could find
I left."
in
the
whole
Klondike
country.
Ned turned to the old Indian and thanked him
"We want the raft, boys; we want our goods' and
heartily for what he had done.
"I shall not forget this, Grey Wolf," he said. we mean to have them," declared Ned, when the start
"You stick to me and when we get back to Dawson was made.
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This was the watch word of t he expedition, so t o
speak.
Young Klondike had no thought of revenge ; it
wasn't in him. All he cared fo.r was to get back his
own, and after that Rene Benoit's gang could go
where it liked or do what it pleased, so long as it kept
out of the way of Company K.
The rain had worked wonders ; the slews were all
open, and not a particle of snow remained in the tundra, and very little anywhere else.
The weather was singularly mild for the time of
year, and there was every prospect .of a pleasant
week, and perhaps two. Certainly there would be no
change for a few days.
Provisions were g~tting scarce a.gain, but enough
of the bear and moose meat had been brought along
to last the party for three full days, by which time
they hoped to have recovered their own ample supply
of provisions, which would put Company K beyond
the possibility of want.
Before they had been half an hour in the slews a
flock of ducks rose, and between Edith and Ned seven
of them wer~ bagged.
Then a little later they ran into an immense fl.ockhuncl reds rising from the tundra.
All hands ·w ere ready for them this time, and over
twenty-five were shot and brought ir..to the canoes,
and Ned estimated that as many more were lost in
the tundra, falling in inaccessible places which could
not be reached without greatly delaying the expedition .
All the morning they paddled on through the slews
turning here and twisting there, following 'the lead of
Grey wolf.
It was tundra; tundra everywhere, but. they kept
along the face of the Ketchumstock hills, which could
always be seen on their right.
" Good gracious, Ned!" remarked Edith, "would
we ever get back without Grey Wolf to guide us?
What if he should be a traitor after all?"
"Don't mention it," replied Ned . "I confess I
harn had my doubts."
"He might be leading us into some Indian ambush," said Dick; "it would be a bad job if lie was ."
"I won't believe it," replied Ned. "No, I won't.
You rub an Indian the right way and he'll be true to
you every time. Now, we've done the right thing by
Grey Wolf and it will take a good deal to make me
believe that he won't do the right thing by us."
But Ned's confidence was not shared by Company
K.
Some of the men grew very nervous, and as the
day wore on and no halt was called, several of the
canoes were paddled up alongside Young Klondike's,
and there was a lot of talk to listen to about the possible treachery of their Indian guide.
But Ned would not pay the least attention to all
this talk, nor would he run the chance of offending
Grey Wolf by calling him to account .
Through it all the old Indian a nd the Unknown
kept on ahead, turning and twisting among the slews
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with Compa ny K straggling after them, and this
was the way matters stood when j ust at dusk they
suddenly came out upon a large island in the midst
of the tundra, with the hills lying about a mile away
on their right.
Here Grey Wolf paddled ashore, and the Unknown
called qut that they were to go no further.
"Where's the enemy ?" demanded Ned, after they
had landed. "Now, then, Grey Wolf, we have fol1 lowe!i you here without question. How much further
j 1s it to the enemy's camp?"
Grey Wolf pointed to the hills.
"There!" he said. "Right there ! See, boss!
1
See smoke!"
"Sure enough!" exclaimed Dick. "ThP-re is a light
smoke rising among the rocks over there."
"That's what there is," added the Unknown. "Oh,
you needn't be afraid to trust Grey Wolf, dear boy.
He's as straight as a string. I expect the boys have
been nervous all day, but you must remember it takes
time to follow t.he slews. We never could have found
this place alone."

I

"What's to be done now, Grey Wolf?" asked
Dick. " How do we get up to the enemy's camp?,"
Grey Wolf pointed to a slew right ahead and declared that it led straight to Benoit's ca1hp .
"Wait till dark," he added. "No use go now.
Make trouble. Wait till dark night."
The advice seemed good, and it was decided that no
·
move should be made until after midnight.
I
But Young Klondike's impatien.ce would not permit
him to remain idle all that time.
"We'll make a move on the enemy on our own account, Dick," he .said . "We'll slip away and make
a run up the slew right now."
H took some maneuvering to do this, for the Unknown declared that on no account should they go
without him. and Ned was just as determined that
the detective should remain with Grey Wolf, for he
seemed to understand handling the Indian better
than anyone else .
At last they managed it, and did actually get into
I the slew with the canoe without being seen.
'·Now then, Dick!" exclaimed Ned, "away we go!
j We'll find out for ours~lves just what's ahead of us."
"Do you think anyone saw us go?" asked Dick .
"I'm certain no one did," replied Ned . "Edith
and the Unknown are busy with the supper, and the
boys are all at work picking the ducks. I think my1 self it's a big risk to light a fire, but as the other: i
1 are determined to eat the ducks now, I suppose it,
would have been of no use for me to say anything. It
was one reason why I wanted to get up the sle\1"
Dick . If the smoke attra.cts the attention of the
' enemy, we shall be the first. to know that he is coming, and it will give us time to warn the camp."
The boys paddl ed on up the slew, and before they
bad gone far a bright light in the direction from
J which they had come, showed them that their own
camp fire had been lighted .

I
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"There you are, Dick!" exclaimed Ned. "You I rected at the canoe, and the side was riddled with
I

see yourself what a give away it is."
"It ought to havci been stopped!" declared Dick.
" Shall we go back!"
·
"No; it's too late now. Look ahead. There's
Benoit's camp fire showing, too. Yo'.l can see its
light against the sky."
"Looks to me as though they were up a canyon."
" Well, so I understood . They are not in the open
as we are a t our camp. I'd like mighty >vell to.know
what kind of a strike they have made."
Young Klondike was to know all about it sooner
than he thought for.
.
They w?re now alm~s~ otllt of the slew, and could
see the 1ugher land rismg before them, wh~n all ~t
one~ a large canoe shot out of the tundra directly m
their path.
Four men were in it and three flung up rifles.
,
· t
y
Kl d'k ,,
. d
" W e ve go you now, oung on i e.1 crie one
"D 't t
f
L
b
1
of t h e men.
on
ry or your guns.
oo1{ e,
d
.
,
d
h
f
th
hind ~rou. I t s surren er or it s eat , one o
e
two!"

bullets just below the water line.

j . Before they had time_ to realize what

w~s

happenm the
icy water, with the rifles popping away all the while.
Still they were not hit, strange as it may seem.
These two boys seemed to bear charmed lives.
They swam for the tundra and tried to make a
landing.
It was so dark that Ned could scarcely see a foot
ahead of him, and in the confusion he lost sight of
Dick.
SQrambling into the tu'ndra he went down waist
I deep in the mud and could not extricate himself.
Here he would have perished miserably if he had
J not been discovered by the enemy, as he was a few
moments later.
~
. .
.
.
l t was Rene Ben01t hnnself who spied hun, and pom"
.
.
.
Ned was pulled out all plastered over with mud ancl
d
d . t tl
ragge m o · ie canoe.
"H 1 H 1 W ,
t
y
Kl
a.
a.
eve go you now, oung
on·
dike!" chuckled Benoit. "You will ·have me throwH
Ned looked back and saw two other canoes come out of your meeting, will you? V ery good! It's my
out of the tundra behind him.
turn next! I would killed you just now, but I know
"Look out! They are going to fire!" cried Dick,
a trick worth two of that. Die you shall, but it will
and at . the same instant all three rifles were disbe in a way that will make all such as you give Rene
charged point blank at the canoe.
Benoit a· wide berth in the future. You will see."
"Do your worst," replied Young Klondike, stoutly.
"I'm not afraid of you or any man liYing. Where is
my friend ?"
CHAPTER XII.
"Dead."
"Shot b.y your hand ?"
SAVED BY COMPANY K .
"Couldn't tell you whether he was shot or not . We
saw him sink and that is all we know about it. Oh,
RENE BENOIT was not only a great scoundrel, but yes, he's dead fast enough. You will never see your
a shrewd one. When he stole Young Klondike's raft partner again."
he knew perfectly well that sooner or later he would
And this was said with such a show of truth that
have to face the owner at the head of Company K.
Ned could not help but believe it and his heart sank .
As long as the snow held Benoit knew that he was
With Dick dead it made very little difference whether
safe, but the moment the great rainstorm cleared up
he lived or not.
Benoit prepared for an attack, and not only that,
Young Klondike buried his face in his hands as the
but he organized a special guard to keep a constant
men
paddled up the slew, and when Rene Benoit tried
outlook over the tundra.
to
keep
on talking to him never answered a word.
This guard was stationed upon the summit. of a
But
poor
Ned need not have disturbed himself.
rocky spur of the Ketchumstock hills, from which
was
not
dead; he was not even injured. When
Dick
place an extended view of the tundra was to be had.
Rene
Benoit
said
that he sa~ him sink he lied, for
N ed need not have troubled himself about the fire;
after
the
overturn
of .the boat he never sa.w him at
the presence of Cort1pany K was known to Benoit beall.
fore the landing was made on the island. Here were
the canoes watching for Young Klondike's scouts,
Just then Dick was lying· among that horrible
but it is safe to say that Benoit had no expectation of moss, shivering in his wet garments, and trying to
capturing both members of the firm of Golden & collect his scattered senses, and to make up his mind
Luckey, as it looked very much as. if he might now.
what was to be done about Ned.
The instant the firing began, Ned gave himself up
That he deeply regretted having ignored the ad vice
for lost .
of the Unknown and separated himself from Com" They simply mean to murder us, Dick !" he . pany K, need scarcely be said, but it was too late for
shouted. "Defend yourself, old man ! We'll die regrets now. They would do no good . What was
fighting, anyhow."
wanted was quick action, and Dick did not know how
He seized his rifle, and was just able to get in one to 'act. He could not move an inch without running
shot when the canoe suddenly sank.
! the risk of going head over ears in the mua.
This was Benoit's scheme. His fire had been di- i Such was poor Dick's situation, and , it was alto-

I mg Ned and Dick were m the slew, strugglmg
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gether so serious that the boy might have been excused for giving up in despair.
But Dick did nothing of the sort. He was not at
all tha.t kind of a boy. Sollfething had to be done,
and Dick started right in to do it as soon as he could
get his breath.
"What I want is Company K," he thought.
"That's the only thing to do, to get them and to
get them now."
Dick thought for about three minutes, and then deliberately got up and began to feel about with his
feet for a place where he could sta.nd firm.
It was a hard thing to find. Again and again he
went knee deep into the mud, but at last he did succeed in getting a firm footing, and then in spite of the
icy temperature of the wate.r, he deliberately began
to pull off his clothes.
As soon as he was stripped he dove intc the slew
without a moment's.hesitation.
It was a terrible shock and made poor Dick's teeth
cha.tter, we can assure you. At first he thought he
could never stand it; that he would certainly have to
come out again, but he persevered and in a moment
it was not so bad.
What Dick was afteF was ttle canoe. He knew
about where it sunk, and he felt that he could get it.
Again and ag::i.in he dove down and crawled about the
muddy bottom of the slew. If the cramp had seized
him it would have been all over with Dick in a moment, but fortunately he had no such unpleasant experience and at la.s t, to his great joy, he did succeed in
finding the canoe, and dr:igging it into the tundra.
By the time tlns was accomplished Dick was almost
used up. His teeth chattered and his whole body
trembled. It was an he could do to g1. t on his
clothes.
But Dick stuck to it and won.
He dressed himself and plugged up the bullet holes
in the canoe with moss, although each one had to be
found by feeling, for it was too dark to see a thing.
A little later, Dick was in the car..oe paddling back
to camp for all he was worth. Luckily for him one of
the paddles had lodged against the moss where Dick
found it before he began diving for the canoe.
He had not gone far before he heard the sound of
paddles ahead of him, and in a moment a canoe came
in sight, heading up the slew.
Grey Wolf was in it; the Unknown ·w as in it, and
Edith was in it.
"By the Jumping Jeremiah, it's Dick!" cried the
detective, catching sight of him. "Dick! Dick!
Where's Ned ?"
And what could poor Dick say? Tell them that
Ned had been captured by the enemy?
He did not know that. In fact he knew. no more
about Ned than Ned knew about him, but in the bottom of his heart Dick feared the worst.
He believed that Young Klondike was dead.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

But Dick was entirely mistaken, Young Klondike
was very far from being dead, and fortunately for
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him Rene Benoit had abandoned the idea of killing
him offhand, for the fact was an idea had been sug gested to the villain by Jack Adams, his right hand
man who was with him in the canoe.
"Say," whispered Jack, before they had g one far,
"now's your chance if you want to find out about
the strike of our gold deposit. There isn't a man in
Alaska who knows more about them things than
Young Klondike. I'd rather take his say so than
tha.t of the most experienced mining expert in the
land."
"That's a good idea," replied Benoit, "but after
that l'm going turn him over to the Indians. There
won 't be no safety for us as long· as Young Klondike's
alive."
This com·ersation Ned did not hear. By this time
the brave boy had recovered his calmness and sat
there quietly, resolved to take the situation as i;
should be taken and to show no sign of fear ..
The canoe was paddled on until they came to the
mouth of a creek which ran through the higher
land.
Here Young Klondike saw his raft carefully tied up
to a solitary tree.
"Ha, ha!" laughed Rene Benoit, pointing to it.
"There you are, you see, Young Klondike. Much
obliged to you for providing such a nice line of grub
for us. We've enjoyed it first-rate . Hope your Company K did the same."
Ned made no answer.
"What's the matter with you ? Why don't you
speak?" demanded Benoit.
"Because I've got nothing to say."
"Sulky, eh? Well, we'H soon change all that.
Come on up and see my mine."
Now Rene Benoit had actually struck a good mine;
in fact, the whole country was rich, and gold can be
found a.lmost anywhere along the line of the base of
the Ketchumstock hills.
Rene's mine was up the canyon out of which the
creek flowed . Here he had put up Young Klondike's
portable house and made things very comfortable
for his men. Outside of the house were several
skin lodges, a:nd a number of Coppermine Indians
came crowding about the prisoner as he was brought
into camp.
"We are feeding these fellows," explained Rene.
"They came to us during the storm, and I don't
mind telling you, Young Klondike, that we were
afraid to girn them the cold shoulder. They are a
treacherous lot. I wished I knew how to get rid
of them yesterday, but now I think different. I'm
going to use them to fight your Company K, and
don't you forget it we shall scalp every man of
them and sink their bodies in the slews; as for
Edith Welton, I intend to marry her.
I've been
wanting a wife this long time, and she's just the
sort of gal to suit me. Oh, you needn't glare.
We've got you cold . Just as soon as I get throu,g-h
with you here I'm going to move on Company K.
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There's only one thing that can save your own life.
"It don't make no odds. I say one of us should be
I tell you that fiat."
down there to receive him. I'll go if you say so."
"You've talked enough to tell all you know," re"Oh, I 'll go; you understand working the tub betplied Ned, quietly, "but you might as well make a ter than I do," growled Rene, and getting into the
Hnish of it by telling me what that one thing is."
tub he was lowered down .
" Why, cert! Of course I'll do it. I've got a prosThe instant his head passed below the line of the
pect hole here, and I want your opinion on it. The top of the shaft, Jack Adams whispered to· Ned in"'
fact is l set great store by your opinion, Young voice almost in a udible :
Klondike. I tell you that flat."
"Feel in my pocket and get, a revolver, young fel1
It was a case where to gain time was everything, 1 ler; the outside coat pocket next to you-that's it!
a.nd Young Klondike instantly came to the conclu- Now, then', you know what to do with it, I suppose,
sion that the best tiling he could do was to accept the only don't kill him. Le:ive him there in the bottom
situa.tion and fight for time.
of the shaft, tied up, so that he can't squeak. You'll
"Now then, get back, boys, and leave this man to find cord in the other pocket. He's a big covvard, and
me antl Jack," ordered Rene. "You may as well get if you only work the bluff boldly you ca.n do it alone."
• all the canoes ready. I'm going down the slews in a
Ned could sc<.trcely believe his cars.
few miuutes. Big Antelope, come here."
"Thank you! " he breathed. "I shan't forget this."
"How ! How!" grunted a pompous Indian, who
"Hello, up there! What in thunder's the matter?
had been staring at Ned.
Why don't you send the boy down the shaft,;"
Rene drew him aside, and they spoke together for shouted Rene from below.
11 few moments.
"He's a-coming!" called Jack, and Ned, stepping
Ned heard the Indian grunt repeatedly; he seemed into the tub, was lowered down.
pleased with what Rene was saying, but Ned wasn't
" Now, then, Young Klondike," said Rene, swing-not at all.
ing the lantern about, "I n:iade a good strike in this
Now the fact was Ned had unusually sharp ears. sha.ft, but I seem to have worked through it. You
Although R ene had moved away far enough to be out can see the gold on t.he sides there, and down here at
of hearing, as he supposed, such was not the case, for .I the bottom it's all black sand. What do I want to
Ned heard every word up to a certain point.
do, keep on a -digging and strike it again or shall I
"We want him killed and you shall do it," he said dnft where I've got gold?"
to the India n.
"There are over thirt,v palefaces
"I can't see that you've got any gold," replied
coming up the slews to clea.r us out. We want to Ned, "but I suppose the trouble is my sight isn't
give them the scare. Get one of your old canoes sharp enough; suppose you scrape out a sample; I
ready. Do up the boy and send him down ahead of : can judge ·better when I see what kind of dirt it is."
us as a warmng of what they may expect--"
I "That's easy done," r eplied Rene, and pulling out
Now this was the point where Ned ceased to hear, his big knife, he turned his back on Ned and began
for Rene stepped back a little further and his words j scraping at the pay dirt in the side of the shaft.
were lost.
Instantly Ned drew his revolver and covered his
It was interesting listening for Young Klondike, man.
all this.
"That will do, R ene Benoit. Drop that knife'."
"If I can't do something desperate to help myself
"Gee whiz! where did you get that gun?" gasped
I'm a lost man," thought Ned .
Rene. "Treachery l This is Jack Adams' work."
His quick eye had taken in the whole situation of
But the knife went down just the same, and the
the camp before this-as much at least as could be hands were extended when Ned ordered it.
taken in there in the dark .
.
" Speak one word-make one sound and you are a
A moment lat.er and Rene Benoit was at his side dea d man!" said Ned, sternly. "Now,then,I'rngoagain.
::-1g to tie your hands, Rene Benoit, and I'm going to
"Now, then, Young Klondike, I want you to come gag you, and if you try to resist by the least movewith us and give me your opinion of my mine," he m ent you know what the result will be."
said. "Jack, get the lantern. I'll watch the boy
And Ned did tie his hands, and gagged him, too,
now."
and then quietly stepping into the tub, was hoisted
Jack Adams went off for the lantern, and when he out
tbc shaft by Jack Adams.
returned with it Ned was taken up the canyon to the
"You want to take me with you, Young Klondike,'"
mouth of a shaft .
said the man. "I've done this because I know you've
It ·w as constructed in the usual way. There was a always been a good friend to the poor miner, but I'm
tub and a windlass hung over it. Rene told Ned to as good as dead if I stay here."
get into the tub and go down.
"You're myfriend for life," replied Ned, "but how
" Y ou go fi rs t-, R ene, " sa1'd Ad ams. " W e b etter can ""'e =e:o ?. "
keep the boy in sight between us, don't you know."
"Come with me and don't open your mouth," re" What nonsense ! Can he escape down there in plied Ada ms, and he led him straight to the canoes at
the bottom of the shaft?"
tl1e creek.
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''Ugh! Ugh! Me scalp boy now?" demanded
Rene Benoit was hauled out of the shaft, only to
Big Antelope, coming up.
find himself a prisoner.
"Not now; wait," said Adams. "Boy, get into
With his gang the outlaw was tied up in the st.olen
the Canoe there. Quick!"
house, aRd the next day all hands, closely secured,
"Where's Rene?" asked one of the men. "Aren't were put on board the canoes, and taken .down to
we going to make a move?"
I Circle City under the escort of the Unknown and
"He'll be here in a minute,'' replied Adams; "my J Company K, where after a fair trial they were judged
orders are to take Young Klondike down to the slews guilty and run out of the country by the Northwest
and wait for him there."
police.
"No!" grunted Big Antelope. "No, me take
Young Klondike, with Dick and Edith a»d enough
boy."
men to help them out, packed up all the stolen goods
He laid a heavy hand on Ned's shoulder.
on the raft including the portable house, and returned
Instantly Ned drew off and dealt the Indian a stun- to their mine.
ning blow between the eyes which sent him sprawling
Here the house was put up and all made snug for
back upon the ground.
the winter after which our friends leaving the mine
"Gee ! Now, you've done it !"cried Adams. "Into in charge ~f Mat Morgan returned to Dawson City,
the canoe for your life !"
j which place they succeeded in reaching just before the
Ned sprang into the canoe and Adams followed, but river closed.
the mischief was done.
Grey Wolf was given clothes and blankets, and his
Instantly a great hullabaloo arose and the men, Ingold changed into coin which made 'the old Indian
dians and whites, came for them on the rush.
rich beyond his wildest dreams.
What the result might have been under other cirJack Adams, well rewarded by Ned, joined Com-cumstances it is hard to say, but at the same instant
pany K, and was given a claim on the creek.
some twenty men suddenly rose up from among the
And these mines proving very rich, all the members
high grass which lined the creek on either side.
of Company K are now in a fair way to wealth.
"Shoot down every man unless all instantly surNed and Dick decided not to return to that desolate
render!" was shouted by a little man with' a tall h,at
tilted back on his head; "by the Jumping Jeremiah, land as they had other plans in view, so they sold out
their interest to the members of Company K.
I'm here to put the handcuffs on you all !"
It was the Unknown ! It was Dick ! It was Edith !
But these were not the only ad ventures of young
Klondike just before the close of the season.
It was Young Klondike's Comp:111y K !
The next story of this series is full of interest, and
They had come up the slew in the darkness, and
we advise all to read it, as it tells what Golden &
landing at the mouth of the creek, crawled up through
Luckey did just before going into that unknown
the high grass, coming upon the enemy unobserved. land.
This was Dick's doings, and never did a . scheme
It is
entitled " YoUNG KLONDIKE'S BIG BLACK
work out better. Outnumbered and outgeneraled, B
OR,
WORKING THE MAN IN THE MOON."
the outlaws immediately surrendered, while Big AnEAR;
telope and his Indians took to their heels.
(THE END.]
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"Usef-u.1 an..cl I:n.str-u..ctive
HOW TO WRITE LETTERS-A wonderful little book, telling
you how to write to your sweethea.rt, your father, mother,
sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anybody
you wish to write to. Every young man and every young lady
in the land should have this book. It is for sale by all newsdealers. Price 10 cents, or sent from this office on receipt of
price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 'Vest 2.6th 8treet,
New York.
HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY-Containing full
in struction~ for writing letters on almost any subject; also
rules for punctuation and composition; together with specimen
letters. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 2.6th Street, New York.
HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS-Containing full directions for
making Magic Toys and devices of many kinds. By A. Ander·
son. Fully illusLrated. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid by mail, upon receipt of price. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, Publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND-Containing rules
for te!ling fortunes by the aid of the lines of the hand, or the
secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events by
aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Price lOcent~. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART-Contaimnii: a complete description or the mpterie8 of Magic and Sleight-of-Hand, together
with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson. Illustrated. Price 10 cent<1. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
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HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER - Containing tricks with
Don!moes, Dice, Cups and Balls, ~iat.s, etc. Embracing 36 illustrations. By A. Anderson. Price 10 cents. Address Frank
Tousey, publisher, 29 We.st 26th Street, New York.
HOW TO BEC01V1E AN ENGINEER-Containin11: full instructions
how to proceed in order to becorue a locomotive engineer· also
directions for building a model locomotive; together with 'a full
description of everything an engineer should know. Price 10
cents. For sale by all newsdealers, or we will send it to you
postage free, upon receipt of the price. Address Frank Tousey'
pubE'<her, 29 \Vest 26th Street, New York.
•
HO'V TO DO PUZZLES-Containing over 300 interesting puzzles
and conundrums with key to same. A complete book. Fully
illustrated. By A. Anderson. Price 10 cents. For sale by all
newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of the price. Address Frank 'l'ousey, Publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.

HOW TO DO 40 TRTGKS WITH CARDS-Containing deceptive
· Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and magicians.
Arranged for home amuse,ment. Fully illustrated. Price IO
cents. Address Frank Tousey, publishec, 29 'Vest 26th Street
New York.
'
HOW TO CQI.I.ECT STAMPS AND.COINS-Containing valuable
111format1on regarding the collectmg and arranging of stamps
and coins. Handsomely illustrated. Price 10 cents. For sale
· by all newsdealers in tbe United Stat.PS and Canada or sent
to your address, post-paid, on receipt of price. Addre~s Frank
Tousey, puoiisher, 29 'Vest 26th Street, New York.

~BOOKS

THAT TELL YOU EVERYTHING.*==

VALUABLE INFORMATION ON 'EVERY SUBJECT.
Price Only
No. 1. Napoleon's Oraculnm and Dream
Book.-Contahl&~g the great oracle of human
destiny; also tlnJ true meaning or almost any
kind of dreams, togother with charms, ceremopies, an.d curious games of cards. A complete
book. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 2. How to Do 'l'ricks.-The great book
of ma(!'iO and card tricks, containing full instruction of all the leaning card tricks of the
day, also the most popular magical illusions as
performed by our leading magicia ns; every boy
should obtain a copy of this book, as 1t will both
amuse and instruct. Price 10 cents. Addreaa
Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street,
New York.
No. 3. How to Fllrt.-The arts and wiles of
flirtation are fully explained by this little book.
Besides the various methods of handkerchief,
fan, glove, parasol, window and hat ftirtation,
it contains a full list of the langua!te and sentiment of &were, which• is intereatmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be hap~ without ene. Price 10 cents. Address Fran le
y~~~~y, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New
No. 4. Row to Dance is the title of a new
and handsome little book just issued by Frank
Tousey. It contains full instructions in the a rt
of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at
parties, how to dress, and full directions for
Qalling off' in all popular square dances. Price
10 cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No. 5, How to lllake Love.-A complete
guide to love, courbship and marriage, giving
aellilible advice, rules and etiquette to be o~
served, with many curious and interesting
things not generally known. Price 10 cents.
Address Frank T,ousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 6. Bow to Become an Athlete.-Giving
full instruction for the use of dumb -bells, Indi an cl ubsh parallel bars, horizontal bars and
various ot er methods of develoJ.lil)g a good,
Jiea.lthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can become strong a.ad healthy
by following the instructions con tained in this
little book. Price 10 cents. Ad<lress Fr!tnk
Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New
York.
No. '1. Row to Keep Blrds.-Ha.ndaomely
illustrated. and containing full instructions for
the m anagement and training of the canary,
mocking-bird'pbobolink, blackbird, paroquet,
parrot, etc.
rice 10 cents. Address Frank
Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New
York.
No. 8. How to Become a Scientlst.-A useful and instructive book, giving a complete
treatise on chemistry ; also, experiments in
acoustics, mechanics, mathema1ica, chemistry,
and directions for making_ tire-works, colored
tires, and gas balloons. This book cannot be
equaled. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 9. How to Become a Ventriloquist.By Harry Kennedy. The secret given a.way.
Every intelligent boy reading this book of instructions, by a. practical professor (delighting
mul~itudea every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the art, and create a.ny
a.mount of fun for himself and friends. It is
the greatest book ever published, and there's
millions (of fun) in it. Price 10 cents. Address
Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street,
New York.
No. 10. Bow to Box.-The art of self-defense
ma.de easy. Containing over thirty illustrations
of guards, blows. and the ditl'erent positions of
a good boxer. Every boy should obta in one of
these useful and instructive books, a.s it will
teach you how to box without an instructor.
Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey, publish~r. 29 West 26th Street, N e w York.
No. 11. How to Write Love-J,etters.-A
most complete little book, containing full directi0ns for writing love-letters, and when to use
them_; also giving specimen letters for both
young and old. Price 10 cents. Address Frank
Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New
York.
No. 12. How to Write Letters to Ladies.Givin!( complete instructions for writing letters
to ladies on all subjects; also letters of introduction, notes and requests. Price 10 cents.
.A'<ldress Frank Tousey, publlerer, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
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10 Cents

Each.

No. 13. How to Do It; or, Book of Etlquette.-It is a great life secret, and one tha t
every young man desires to know all about.
Send 10 cents and get it. There's happiness in
it. Address Frank 'l'ousey, publisher, 29 West
26th Street, New York.
No. 14. How to lllake Candy.-A complete
hand-book for ma.king all kine of candy, icecrea.m, syrups, essences, etc., etc. Price 10 cents.
Address Fra nk Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 15. Ho:w to Become Rlch.-This wonderful book presents you with the example a.ad
life experience of some of the most noted and
wealthy men in the world, including the selfmade men of our country. 'l'be book is edited
by one of the most successful men of the present
age, whose own example is in hself guide enough
f-0r those who aspire to fame and money. The
book will give you the secret. Price 10 cents.
Addreaa Frank 'l'ousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 16. How to Keep a Window Garden.Containing full instructions for constructing a.
window garden either in town or country,
and the most approved. methods for raising
beautiful ftowere at home. The most complete
book of the kind ever published. Price 10 cents.
Address Fr.ank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No.1'1. How to Dress.-Conta.ining full in ·
struction in the art of dressing and appearing
well a.t home and abroad, giving the selections
of colors, material, and how to have them made
up. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. IS. How to Become Beautiful.-One of
the brigh test and most valuable little books
ever given to the world. Everybody wishes to
know how to become beautiful, both male and
female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book and be convinced how to
become bea utiful. Price 10 cents. Address
Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street,
New York.
No. 19. Frank Tousey's 1Jnited State• Distance Tables. Pocket Companion aad Guide.
-Givinf the official distances on all the railroads o the United i:ltates a nd Ca nada. Also
table of distances by water to foreign ports,
hack fares in the principal cities, reports of the
census, etc., etc., making it one of the most
complete and ha ndy books published. Price 10
cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No. 20. How to Entertain an Evening Party.-A very valuable little book just published.
A complete compendium of games, sports, carddi versions, comic recreations, etc., suitable for
parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the money than any book published. Price IO cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 21. How to Hunt and Fish.-Tbe mos,
complete hunting A.nd fishing guide ever published. It contains full instructions about guns.
hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing, together with descriptions of game and tlsht
Price 10 cents. Addre8s Frank 'l'ousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 2:t How to Do Seconcl Slght.-Heller's
siicond sight explained by his former assistant,
Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining bow the secret dia.·
1oguea were carried on between the magician
and the boy on the stage; also giving all the
codes and signals. The only authentic explanation of sellond sight. Price 10 cents. Address
Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street,
New York.
·
No. 23. How to Explain Dreams.-Everybody dreams. from the lit.tie child to the aged
man and woman. This little book gives the explanation to a.II kinds of dreams, together'. with ·
lucky and unlucky dstys, and "N"apoleon's Oraoulum." the book of fate. Price JO cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
·
No. 24. How to Write J,etters to Gentlemen.-Containing full directions for writing
to gentlemen on a.II subjects; also giving sample letters for instruction. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, Nl'W York.
No. 25. Bo\v to Become a Gymnast.-Containing full instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. Em bracing thirty-fl ve illustrations. By ProfeBBor W.
Macdonald. A handy and usefnl book. Price
10 cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.

No. 26. How tn Row, Sail and Build &
Boat.-Fully illustrated. Jj;very boy should
know bow to row and sail a. boat. 1''ull instruc·
tions are given in this little book, together with
instructions on swimminl\' and riding, companion a~orts to boatinfi. Price 10 cents. Addrese
~~'yJ;i~sey, pub isher, 29 West 26th Street,
No. 27. How to Recite and Uook of Re<:ltations.-Containlng the most popular selec·
tions in use, comprising Dutch dialect, French
dialect, Yankee a.ad Irish dialect pieces, together with many standard readings. P.rice 10 cents.
Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26tb
Street, New Yo.-k.
No. 28. HO\V to '.l'ell Fortunes.-E•·eryone
is desirous of knowing what his future life will
bring forth, whether happiness or ntisery,
wealth or povery. You can tell by a glance a.t
this little book. Buy one and pe convinced.
Tell your own fortune. 'l'ell the fortune of your
friends. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 29. How lo Hecome an Inventor.-

Every boy should know how inventions origin·
ate. Thia book explains th11m a.JI, giving examP,les In electri9ity, hydraulics, magnetism. optics, pneumatics. mecha µics, et.c., etc. The
moat instructive book pubHshed. Prjce 1-0 cents.
Address Fran k Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
.Street, New York.
No. 30. How to Cook.-One ot the most instructive books on cooking ever published. It
contains recipes for cooking m13ata, fish, gamo,
and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes a.ad all
kinds of pastry, and a grand collection of reci·
pea by one of our most popular cooks. Qnly 10
cents per copy. Address Fra nk 'l'ousey, publisher, 29 West 26th street, New York.
No. 31. How to Uecome a Speaker.-Containing fourteen illustrations, giving tbe different positions requisite to become a good speaker, reader a nd elocutionist. Also containing
gems from a.II the popular authors of prose and
poetry, arranged in the most simple and con
cise m a nner possible. Price JO cents. A<'tdress
~~~\o~~~sey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street,
No. 32. How to ltide a Bicycle.-Hanc5.somely illustrated, and containing full directions for mounting, riding and m a naging a. bi·
cycle, fully explained with practical illustra"
tions; also drections for pickini;, out a machine.
Price 10 cents. Addreas Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
·
No. 33. How to Behave.-Containing the
rules and etiquette of good society and the easi·
eat and most appro-Yed methods of appearing to
good advanta1te a.t parties, balls, the theater,
church, and m the drawing-room. Price JO
cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No. 34. How to Fence.-Contalning full in-.
struction for fencing and the use of the broad·
sword; also instruction in archery. Described
with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving
the best positions in fencing. A complete book.
Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 35. How to Play Games.-A complete
and useful little book, containing the rules and
regulations of billiards, bagatelle, backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc. Price 10 cents.
Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 36. How to Solve Conundrums.-Conta.ining all the leading eo1rnndrums of the day,
amusing riddles, curious catches and witty sayings. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 3'1. How to Keep House.-It contains
information for everybody, beys. girls, men and
women; it will teach you how to make almost
anything around the house, such a.a parlor or·
naments, brackets cementa, reolian ha.rps, and
bird lime for catching bir4s. Price 10 cents.
Address Frank Tousey, pubhsher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 38. How to Become Your Own Doctor.
-A wonderful book. containing l.lSeful and
practical information in the treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to everr
family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints. Price 10 cents. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
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No,. 39. How to Raise Dogs, J>oultry, Pig
eous and Uabl.lits.-A useful and instructive
book. Ha11dsornely illustrated. By lra Dro·
fraw. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publi.sher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 40. How to l\lake and Set Traps.-Jn.
eluding hints on how to catch moles, weasels,
otter, rats, squirrels and birds. Also how to
cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Har·
ri11gton Keene. Pr'ice 10 cents. Address Frank
'l'ousey, pr '-Usher, 29 West 26th Street, New
York.
N9. 41. The lloys of New York End l\len•s
Joke Hook.-Containlag a great variety of the
latest jokes used by the most famous end men.
No amateur minstrels is complete without this
wonderful little hook. Price 10 cents. Address
Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street,
New York.
No. 42. The Boys of New York Stump
Speaker.-Containing a varied assortment of
stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and lpish. Also
end men"s jokes. ,Just the tMng for home
amusement and amateur shows. Price 10 cents.
Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 43. How to Become a l\lagician.-Con·
tai-nmg the grandest assC>l'tment of magical ii·
lusions ever placed before the publie. Also
tricks with cards, incantations, etc. Price 10
cents. Address Frank 'l'ousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No. 44. How to Write in an Albnm.-Con·
taining selected verses suitable for any time or
occasion. Also acrostics and valentines. Price
lO cents. Address Frar.k Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No. 45. The lloys of New Vork Minstrel
Gnide and Joke Book.-Somcthing new and
very instructive. Every boy should obtain this
book, as it contains full instructions for organ·
izing an amateur rr.instrel troupe, and wi:ll cost
you but 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 46. l;low to l\Take and Use Electricity.
-A description of the wonderful uses of elec·
tricity, and eleetr.o-magnetism ; together with
run instructions for making Electric Toys, Bat·
teries . etc. By George Trebel. A. M,. M. D.
Containing over fifty illustrations. Price 10
cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the United
States and Canada. or sent to your address,
postage free, on receipt of price. Addre•s Frank
Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New
York.
No. 47. How tc, Hreak, Ride, and Drive a
Horse.-A complete treatise on the horse. De·
scribing the most useful horses for business, the
best horses for the road ; also valuable recipes
for diseases peculiar to the horse. Price lOcents.
For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid,
on receipt of price. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 48. How to Build and Sail Canoes.A handy book for boys. containing ru1.1 directions for eonstructi.ng canoes and tbe most pop·
ular man.,er of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
By C. Stansfield Hicks. For sale by all news·
dealers in tbe United States and Canada, or
sent to your address, post-paid, on receipt of the
price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No. 49. How to J>ebate.-Giving rules for
conducting debates, outlines for debates, qullS·
tions for discussion, and the best sources for
procuring information on the questions given.
Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in
tbe United States and Canada, or sent to your
address, post-paid, on recei13t of the price. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
'i!treet, New York.
N1>. 50., How to Stufflllrds and Animals.A valuable book, giving instrnctions in colle'c.t·
tnl\', preparinll', mounting. and preserving birds,
animals, and msects. Pnice 10 cent.s . For sale
at all news-stands, or sent_post-paid, on receipt
of price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No. 51. How to Do Tricks With Cards.Containing explanations of the general pr·inci·
pies of sleight-of-hand applicable to card tricks;
of card tricks with ordinary cards. and not re·
quiring sleight-of-band ; of tricks involving
sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially prepared
cards. By Professer Haffner. With illustra·
tions. Price 10 cents. For sale by all news·
dealers, or sent, post-paid, to any address on re·
ceipt of the price, by Frank Tousey, publisher,
29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 52. How to Play Cards.-A complete
and handy little book, giving the rules and full
directions for playing Euchre, Cribbage, .Cas·
sino, Forty-Five, Rounce. Pedro Sancho, Draw
Poker, Auction Pitch, All Fours. and many
other popular games of cards. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all newsdellllers in the United States
and Canada. or we will send it to your address,
tree of postage, on receipt of the price. Address
Frank Tousey, pu:blisher, 29 West 26th Street,
New York.

No. 53. How to \Vrite Letters.-A wonder·
tu! little book, telling you how to write to your
sweethe&rt, your father, mother, sister, brother,
employer ; and, in fact, everybody and anybody
you wish to v;rite to. l£very young man and
every young lady in the land shonld have this
book. It is for sale by all newsdealers. Price
10 cents, or sent from this office on receipt of
PK.ice. Address Frank 'i'ousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No, 54. How to Keep and Manage Pets.
-Giving complete information as to the man·
ner and method of raising, keepinl\', taming,
breeding,_ and managing all kinds of pets; also
giving full instructions for making eages, etc.
Fully explained by 28 illustrations, making it
the most complete book of the kind ever pub·
lished. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 21ith Street, New York.
No. 55. How to Collect Stamps and Coins.
-©ontaifilng valuable information regarding
the collecting and arranging of stamps and
coins. Handsomely illustrated. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all newsdealers jn the United States
and Canada, or sent to your address, post·paid,
on receipt of_price. Address Frank Tousey.
publisher, 29 West 26th Skeet, New York.
No. 56. How to Become an Engineer.Containing full Instructions how to proceed in
order to become a locomotive engineer; also di·
rections for building a model locomotive; to·
g.e ther with a full description of everything_an
engineer should know. Price 10 cents. For
sale by all newsdealers, or we will send it to
you, postage free, upon receipt of thepriee. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 57. How to make Musical InstrumeHts.-Full directions how to make a Banjo,
Violin, Zither, lEolian Harp, Xylophone and
other musical instruments; together with a
brief description of nearly every musical instru·
ment used in ancient or modern times. Pro·
tusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald!
for 20 years bandmaster of tbe Royal Benga
Marines. Price 10 cents. For sale by all news·
dealers or we will send it to your address post·
paid, on receipt of the price. Address ~'rank
Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, N. Y.
No. 58. How to be a Detective.-By Old
King Bra.dy, the wcrld known detective. In
which he lays down some valuable and sensible
rules for beginners, and also relates some ad·
ventures and experiences of well· known detect·
ives. Price 10 cents. For sale by all news·
dealers in the United States and Canada, or
sent to your address~ post·paid, on receipt of
price. Address FranK 'J.'ousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No, 59. How to Make a ll'Iagic Lantern.
-Containing a description of the lantern. to·
gether with its history aad invention. Also
full directions for its use and for painting slides.
Handsomely illustrated, by John Allen. Price
10 cents. For sa;le by all newsdealers in the
United States and Canada, or will be sent to
your address, post·paid, on receipt of price. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 60. How to Become a Photographer.

-Containing useful information regarding the
Camera and how to work iL; also how to make
photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Trausparencics. Handsomely illustrated. By
Captam W. De W. Abney. Price 10 cents. For
sale at all news-stands, or sent, post paid, on
receipt of price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West·'26th Street, New York.
J:io. 61. How to llecome a Bowler.-A
complete manual of bowling. Containing full
instructions for playing all the standard Ameri·
can and German games; together with rules
and systems of sportingin use by the principal
bowling clubs in the United States. ·BY Bartholomew ·Batterson. Price 10 eents. For sale
by all newsdealers in the United St&tes and
Canada, or sent to your address, postage free,
on receipt oJ: the price. Address Frank Tousey•
publisher, 29 West 26th New York.
No. 62. How to Uecome a West Point
l\1 ilitary Cadet.-Containing:t!ull explanations
how to gain admittance, course of Study, Ex·
aminations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Depar,tment,
and all a boy should know to 1:>0 a Cadet. Com·
piled and written by Lu Sena.r .,ns, Author of
"How to Become a Naval Cadet." Price 10
cents. For sale by every newsdealer in tile
United States and Canada, or will be sent to
your address, post·paid, on receipt of the priee.
Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No, 63. How to Become a Naval Cadet.Complete instructions of how to gain admission
to the Annapolis Naval Academy, Also eon·
taming the course of instructions, descriptions
of grounds and buildings, histor.ical sketch,
and everything a boy should know to become
an officer in the United States Navy. Compiled
and written by Lu Senarens, Author of "How
to Become a West Point Military Cadet."
Price 10 eents. For sale by every newsdealer in
the United States and Canada, or. will be sent
to your address, JlOSt·paid, on receipt of the
pi:_ice. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.

No. 64. How to Make Jl;lectrical l\I•·
chines.-Containing fu,11 directions for makin8
electrical machines, induction coils, dynamos,
and man~_ novel toys to be worked by eleotricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illus·
trated. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and C&nada, or
will be sent to your address, post.-paid, on receipt of price. Adclress Frank Tousey, publisher,
29 West 26th Street. New York.
No. 65. Muldoon's Jokes,-This is one of
the most original joke books ever _published,
and it is brimful of wit and humor. It contains
a large cotlection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit,
humorist, and practical joker of the day. We
offer this amusing book, together with the fie·
ture of "Muldo'.ln," for the small sum o 10
cents. Every boy who can enjoy a good substai:.tial joke should obtain a copy immediately.
Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 66. How to Do Puzzles.-Containing
over 300 interesting puzzles and conundrums,
with key to same. A complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson. Price 10 cents. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 67. How to llo Electrical Tricks.Containing a large collection of instructive and
highly amusing_ electrical tricks, to~ether with
illustrations. By A. Anderson. Price 10 cents.
Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 68. How to Do Chemical Tricks.Containing over one hundred highly amusing
and Instructive tricks with chemicals. By A.
Anderoon. Handsomely illustrated. Price 10
cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 29
West 26th Street, New York.
No. 69. How ~o Do !Sleight of Hand.Containg over fifty of the latest and best I.ricks
used by magicians. Also containing the secret
of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. An·
derson. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 70. How to Make Magic 'J'oys.-Con•
taining run directio;:;s fur malting Magic Toya
and devices of man;y kinds. By A. Anderson.
Fully illustrated. Price 10 cents. Address
Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West. 26th Street,
New York.
No. 71, How to Do Mechanical Tricks.Containing complete instructions for performing
over sixty Mechanical Tricks. By A. Anderson.
Fully illustrated. Pr.ice 10 cents. Address
Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street,
New York.
No. 72. Bow to Do Sixty Tricks With
Cards.-Embracing all of the latest and most
deceptive card tricks, with illustrations. By A.
Anderson. Price 10 cents. Address Frank
Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New
York.
No, 73. How to ]Jo Tricks With Num.
bers.-Showing many curious tricks with fig·
urea and the magic of numbers. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated. Price 10 cents. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 74. How to Write Letters Correctly,
-Containing full instructions for writing let·
ters on almost any subject; also rules for punc·
tuation aad composition; together with speci·
men letters. Price 10 cents. Address Frank
Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New
~ork.

No, 75. How to Become a Conjurer.Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice, Cups
and Balls, Hats, etc. Em bracing 36 illustra·
tions. By A. Anderson. Price 10 cents. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
No. 76. How to Tell Fortunes by the
Hancl.-Containing rules for tel.Jing fortunes
bl the aid of the lines of the hand, or the secret
o palmistry. Also the secret of telling future
events by_ aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illus·
trated. By A. Anderson. Price 10 eents. ~ii·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26ro
Street, New York.
No. 77, How to Do 40 Tricks With Cards.
-Containing deceptive Card Tricks as perform·
ed by leading conjurers and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.
Pl'ice 10 cents. Address Frank 'fousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New York.
No. 78. How to Do the Black Art.-Con·
taining a complete description of the mysteries
of Magic and Sleight·of·Hand, together with
many wonderful e>..}leriments. By A. Anderson.
Uhistrated. l'riee 10 cents. Add'!"ess Frank
Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th Street, New
York.
~o. 79. How to Recome an Actor.-Con·
taining complete instructions how to make up
for various characters on the stage; together
with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompt·
er, Scenie Artist and Property Man. By a
prominent Sta_ge Manager. Price 10 cents. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, publisher, 29 West 26th
Street, New York.
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THE HANDSOMEST PUBLISHED!

PLUCK
Co11.ra11s

LUCK.

RLL

Son.rs OF

EVERY STORY COMPLETE.

TllLEs.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

32 Pages. Beautifully Colored Covers.
1 Dick Decker, the Brave Young Fireman,
by Ex Fire Chief Warden

17 Slippery Steve, the Cunning Spy of the Revolution,
by General J as, A. Gordon

Z The Two Boy Brokers; or, From Messenger Boys to Million·
by a Retired Banker
a.Ires,

18 Fred Flame, the Hero of Greystone No. I,
by Ex Fire Chief Warden

S~lttle

19 Harry Dare; or, A New York Boy in the Navy,
by Col. Ralph Fenton
20 Jack Quick, the Boy Engineer,
by Jas. C. Merritt

Lou, the Pride of the Con0inental Army. A Story of
the American Revolution,
by General Jas, A. Gordon

•

~

Railroad Ralph, the Boy Engineer,

~

The Boy Pilot of Lake Michigan,

by Jas. C. Merritt
by Jno. B. Dowd

21 Doublequick, the King Harpooner; or, The Wonder of the
Whalers,
by Capt. Thos. H. Wilson

7 The Little Swamp Fox. A Tale of General Marion and His
by General Jas. A. Gordon
Men,

22 Rattling Rube, the Jolly Scout and Spy. A Story of the
Revolution,
by General J as, A. Gordon

8 Young Grizzly Adams, the Wild Beast Tamer. A True
Story of Circus Life,
by Hal Standiah

23 In the Czar's Service; or, Dick Sherman in Russia,
by Howard Austin

g North Pole Nat; or, The Secret of the Frozen Deep,
by Capt. Thos, H. Wilson

24 Beno' the Bowl; or, The Road to Ruin,

by Capt. Thos. H. Wilson

G Joe Wiley, the Young Temperance Lecturer,

lC Little Deadshot, the Pride of the Trappers,

by an Old Scout

11 Liberty Hose; or, The Pride of Plattsville,
by Ex Fire Chief Warden
12 Engineer Steve, the Prince of the Rail,

by Jas.

c.

Merritt

13 Whistling Walt, the Champion Spy. A Story of the Ameri·
can Revolution,
by General J as. A. Gordon
14 Lost in the Air; or, Over Land and Sea,

by Allyn Draper

15 The Little Demon; or, Plotting Against the Czar,
by Howard Austin
18 Fred Farrell, the Barkeeper's Son,

by Jno. B. Dowd

25 Kit Carson, the King of the Scouts,

by Jno. B. Dowd
by an Old Scout

26 The School-Boy Explorers; or, Among the Ruins of Yucatan,
by Howard Austin
27 The Wide Awakes; or, Burke Halliday, the Pride of the
Volunteers, ·
by Ex Fire Chief Warden
28 The Frozen Deep; or, Two Years in the Ice,
by Capt. Thos. H. Wilson
29 The Swamp Rats; or, The Boys Who Fought For Washingby General J as. A. Gordon
ton,
30 Around the World on Cheek,

by Howard AustiP.

31 Bushwhacker Ben; or, The Union Boys of Tennessee,
by Col. Ralph Fenton

For Sale by All Newsdealers, or will be Sent to Any Address on Receipt
of Price, 6 Cents Per Copy, by

FRANK TDUSEY, Publisher,
29 VY est 26th St.,

New York.

YOUNG KLONDIKE.
STORIES Or, A GOLD SEEKER,

Handsomely Colored Covers.
32 Pages. Issued Twice a Month.
Price 5 Cents.
1 Young Klondike; or, Off for the Land of Gold.
2 Young Klondike's Claim; or, Nine Golden Nuggets.
3 Young Klondike's First Million; or, His Great S t rike on El
Dorado Creek.
4 Young Klondike and the Claim Agents; or, Fighting the Land
Sharks of Dawson City.
5 Young Klondike's New Diggings; or, The Great Gold Find on
Owl Creek.
6 Young Klondike's Chase; or, the Gold Pirates of the Yukon.

7 Young Klondike's Golden Island; or, Half a Million in Dust.

8 Young Klondike's Seven Strikes; or, The Gold Hunters of High
Rock.
9 Young Klondike's Journey to Juneau; or, Guarding a Million in
Gold.
10 Young Klondike's Lucky Camp; or, Working the Unknown's
Claim.
11 Young Klondike's Lost Million; or, The Mine Wreckers of Gold

Creek.

Price 5 Cents.
0

12 Young Klondike s Gold Syndicate; or, Breaking the Brokers ot
Dawson City.
13 Young Klondike's Golden Eagle; or, W'orking a Hidden Mine.
14 Y e ung Klondike's Trump Card; or, The Rush to Rocky River.
15 Young Klondike's Arctic Trail; or, Lost in a Sea cf Ice.
16 Young Klondike's New Bonanza; or, The Gold Diggers of
French Gu lch,
17 Young Klondike's Death 'l'rap; or, Lost Underground.
18 Young Kl ondik e's FiglJt for a Claim; or, The Boomers of
Raccoon Creek.
19 Young Klondike's Deep Sea Diggings; or, Working at the

Mouth of the Yl!~rnn.
20 Young Klondike's ·winter Camp; or, Mining Under the Snow. •
21 Young Klondike's Death Creek Deal; or, Downing the Gold
Kini;: of Dawson. ·
22 Young Klondike's Mast.odon Mine; or, The Biggest Strike of
All,
23 Young Klondike's Company K; or, Prospecting in an Unknown
Land.

For Sale by All Newsdealers, or will be Sent to Any Address on Receipt
of Price, 5 Cents Per Copy, by

FRANK TDUSEY, Publisher,
29 "West 26th St.,

1

New Y erk.

